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Digital Projection: Thinking Out of the Box (Literally)

Theater Regensburg pushed the boundaries of open-air opera with its latest offering – a version of Puccini’s semi-staged
concert performance in three acts, Tosca. Mapping via Digital Projection projectors. Photo credit: Christina Iberl.

UK-based Digital Projection Ltd is a digital imaging
pioneer and industry leader that distributes
an extensive and expanding line of ultra highperformance 3-chip and single-chip DLP projection
systems. These projectors are the reference standard
for demanding applications such as large-venue,
live-event staging, education, medical and scientific
research, command and control, digital cinema,
commercial entertainment, houses of worship and
elite home cinema.
Multiple company accolades include two Emmy
Awards for Outstanding Achievement in Engineering
Development by the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. Digital Projection remains the first and only
projector manufacturer to win the coveted award.
Mark Wadsworth, Vice
President of Global
Marketing, Digital Projection
shares with SI Asia about
the company’s continued
technology breakthroughs.
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Digital Projection was the first to deliver 8K DLP
projectors? Can you share the thinking behind
getting this done?
The 8K projector was made possible as a result
of the development of our Native 4K Ultra High
Frame rate MultiView projector. We developed the
technology to deliver 360 frames per second at 4K,
and it was this technology that allowed us to create
the pixel-shifted 8K resolution Insight. At Digital
Projection, we have always been at the pinnacle of
projection technology and image quality, and we
wanted to develop a projector that gave the viewer
the ultimate visual experience. The level of detail
and ultra-realistic image quality is stunning and we
regularly hear comments like “it’s just like looking
out of the window” and “how can you do 3D without
glasses?” Of course, it isn’t 3D, but the quality of the
image makes it appear as such. This projector really
does fulfil the brief of creating the ultimate visual
experience.
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and also alternative technology solutions for
installations that were previously the province of
projectors. Flat panels are at a price point, and a
size that they can adequately service classrooms
and boardrooms where a projector may have
previously been used. In larger scale applications,
LED walls are now very bright and great in high
ambient light environments, and produce incredible
images. The pixel pitch is getting smaller and the

Are there immediate opportunities for 8K DLP or
is it meant really for the future?
8K becoming mainstream is still quite a way off, but
there is an increasing demand for the projector. We
have sold them into specialised applications around
the world but it will be a while before this resolution
becomes a go-to resolution. Just as it took a while
for 4K to take off, the same will be the case for 8K.
However, we are at the forefront of this technology
and already on the 2nd generation of our 8K
projector, with more developments in the pipeline.
We are regularly hearing from our partners about
interesting applications, as they are the ones who
are best placed to find where 8K is a perfect fit.
For example, in venues where projectors can
feed multiple live streams via one projector, 8K
offers integrators and partners the ability to use
one projector instead of numerous units that have
to be independently installed and blended. The
possibilities are endless. The 8K could replace
multiple projectors or screens in a control room,
planetarium or sportsbook, or cover whole
planetariums with a hemispheric lens. Big data
visualisation projects that require unmatched levels of
detail will directly benefit from the 33million pixels that
the INSIGHT 8K delivers.
Digital Projection’s Satellite Modular systems is
another example of the company’s R&D prowess.
Can you give us more insight to the system?
As the market matures, all projection manufacturers
have faced growing competition, commoditisation
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video processing more impressive which provides
strong competition to projection.
Ultimately, a lot of business applications that used
to be for projection have been fulfilled by other
technologies.
So, we needed to ask our customers and ourselves
a basic, yet fundamental question. Who wants a
projector, and more importantly, what do they want
from it?
Ultimately, a projector is a small box that can
create a big image with very little else required.
However, as projectors have got brighter, these
small boxes have been getting bigger, heavier and
more power hungry. This makes everything from
logistics to installation and servicing more difficult,
time consuming and expensive. At the brightest end
of the market, you can be looking at dealing with
projectors that need in the region of 4kW power and
that weigh in the region of 150kg. That is a lot of kit
to deal with and find space for. Couple this with the
fact that many installations would be a retrofit, there
often isn’t space for the brightest projectors, and that
is before you have factored in the noise and heat that
they create.
AUGUST 2021
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Genlock synchronization
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With this in mind, at Digital Projection, we asked
ourselves how we could most effectively focus
our UK R&D Team to look at where the future of
projection lies, and how to generate differentiated
products for specialised customers. High-end
projectors have become niche solutions: how do we
efficiently and accurately target those niches and
give customers what they truly want?
About three years ago we set ourselves a goal to see
if we could separate the light source and projector
to overcome these problems. We had the concept of
putting laser light sources in a server room that could
be tens of metres away from a projection “Head”,
which would immediately address the size, weight,
noise and thermal concerns.
Along with the projection “Head” concept, the other
key component was illumination technology, and we
decided to break with the linear thinking that was
leading our competitors and us to ever larger, power
hungry and noisy projectors. We have quite literally
been thinking outside the box.
Before we look at the future, it is important to look
at where we are today with illumination sources.
The current major illumination technology is Laser
phosphor, and this moved the industry from lamps
to solid-state illumination, something that we are
also proud to have pioneered in the industry with the
first industry laser projector in November 2013. Its
major benefit is that blue lasers were relatively cheap
that made solid state laser phosphor light sources
an attractive proposition. Add this to the reliability,
stability and lifetime it offered over lamps, it really
was a huge leap forward. However, this technology
is becoming mature and, like most things in life, it
has certain practical limitations. Jump forward a few
years to the present day, and red and green lasers
are becoming more accessible and are very reliable,
and much more moderately priced.
This has allowed us to take advantage of emerging
RGB Laser technology and develop this modular
approach of separating the light source and coupling
it with a compact “Head” via a fibre optic cable.
The nature of the emitted light from these direct
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lasers facilitates their efficient coupling into fibre
optic cables and provides the link between the
projection “head” and the light modules. RGB Laser
illumination gives truly amazing colour and contrast,
far exceeding that of Laser Phosphor.
We can see a future where RGB will come to
dominate - what was extraordinarily expensive
technology 3 or 4 years ago, and the preserve of the
very high end, will likely become more mainstream
over the coming years.
The concept of separation, or Satellite Modular
Laser Systems as we call it, allows integrators the
ability to propose solutions that give the market real
choice, generating added value by improving every
aspect of design, production, shipment, installation,
reliability and image quality.
The result is compact, quiet, projection “Heads”,
a fraction of the size and, weight and power
consumption of their traditional equivalents, coupled
with modular light sources via a fibre optic cable.
This is how we see the future of high-end projection
The response to Satellite MLS has been phenomenal.
We have sold the 4K systems into a variety of
incredibly interesting applications ranging from
immersive domes and MultiView power walls to
theatres. With 2K resolution models coming online in
the very near future, the uptake looks set to continue
at a very brisk pace.
What can we look forward to in the near future
from DP?"
More Satellite MLS projectors. We have a roadmap
for smaller, quieter yet brighter systems that will fulfil
an even greater area of the market at even more
competitive price points
Digital Projection
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Aetria
control rooms
made simple
Aetria is Datapath’s integrated solution for the design,
management, and operation of control rooms.
Developed for the most challenging and complex
command and control applications.
We make life easier for system integrators whilst enabling
control room operators to focus on their core objectives.

Engineering the world's
best visual solutions
www.datapath.co.uk/control-room-aetria
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PARKROYAL COLLECTION Marina Bay’s Ballroom features AOTO’s LED Screen.

Kalin Lee, Vice
President, LED
Business Group, AOTO
Electronics
It seems the indoor
space especially in
areas like Education,
Retail and Corporate is
the new target for LED
display technology
with the fine pixel
pitch. Your thoughts
and comments please?
Yes, LED Display is
more and more widely
used for Education, Retail and Corporate, Control
& Command center due to it’s high resolution, high
brightness, vivid colour performance, customized
shape and easy setup etc.
Until now, AOTO fine pixel and All-in-one LED
Display has been widely installed in Asian top
Universities, such as AIM (Asia Institute of
Management) in Philippines, Tsinghua University &
Peking University in China. As well as in the Retail
applications, we have cabinets to deliver flat, curve,
ring shape, helps to create immersive shopping
experience, which explains the culture and story of
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the brand very well. For corporate meeting room, the
high brightness of led display delivers comfortable
meeting environment and clear image.
We envision LED display technology innovation
creating an impact for such environment.
Why should users consider LED display
technology?
LED display is an innovative screen that offers higher
brightness, wider colour gamut, bezel-free, wider
viewing angle and easy maintenance, etc. Fine pixel
pitch led display becomes the first choice of display
for venues that require such features. We designed
ultra- slim cabinets with front access can be easily
hanged on the wall. AOTO’s All–in–one solution’s
sophisticated design supports free standing,
hanging, wall-mounted, with 108”, 136”, 150” and
customized cabinets, which fits all installation
environment.
Considering the turn-key solution cost including
screen, installation & maintenance cost, lifespan
of led display, the ROI is better compared to other
displays.
Where is LED display technology heading, what
more can we expect?
Let’s imagine the new classroom and meeting room,
all the lightings & displays automatically power on
AUGUST 2021
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when people walk in. The display is equipped with AI
functions, which helps you link to a video conference
or start cloud classes. We can use the LED display
for more application with integration of AR, VR & 3D.
Besides, MicroLED is a new focus for smaller pixel
pitch less than 0.5mm. With such high resolution, we
can produce home cinema LED TV with MicroLED.
Can you highlight some of AOTO's key LED
technologies?
AOTO always focuses on R&D & innovation of
technologies in the past 28 years. We have more
than 400+ engineers in our team. Till date, we have
got 560+ global patents. Especially our MiniLED
technology that solves the fragile issues of high
resolution products. MiniLED enables high resolution
products to be used for more applications such
as conference room and retail. It’s 4 times more
robust compared to regular LEDs with high contrast
ratio. The performance with reduced moire effect of
MiniLED gives great opportunity for our MiniLED to

INTERVIEW
be used for TV studios and XR studios. In TV & film
studios, the rocker camera needs a uniform video on
display so it is important that the wider viewing angle
should not have any colour and brightness difference
which will affect the TV viewer’s perception.
What is next for AOTO?
AOTO is a one-stop intelligent LED solution provider
in the past 28 years. We are not only offering LED
hardware but are also capable of providing turnkey solutions for our customers. Aiming to expand
in Asian market, we are planning to establish office
& service center in Singapore. Our focus vertical
market is Corporate, Hospitality, TV Studio & XR
studio, Education, Critical Rooms, Church, Digital
Media & Sports etc. We are calling for capable local
partners. I believe we are able to refresh the market
with AOTO’s attractive technologies together!

AOTO

Remote meetings made
easy with DICENTIS
conference system
They see a successful meeting.
You see the IP-based future of
conferencing – keeping you ahead.
#AlwaysAhead

highest
performance

future-proof

secure

flexible

cost-effective

Learn More

For more information, contact us at +65 6571 2808
or email apr.buildingtechnologies@bosch.com
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Systems Integration India Awards: A Different Sort of Awards Programme

INDIA: Yes. Systems Integration India Awards

(SIIA) is back, with a purpose that is both humbler
and nobler than mere Awards. This year’s awards
has been curated not just to celebrate the excellent
design and integration of AV but also about
connecting, sharing, paying respect, celebrating the
community spirit and a message of positivity.
The last 15 months or so have marked the course
of the contemporary world with such an impact
that, perhaps, one cannot find in any comparable
phase of human history. Time tested individuals
and institutions alike with the most complex of
contradictions- fear and faith; despondence
and deterrence; resignation and resilience; and,
trepidation and togetherness.
From the midst of all that Indian AV industry
persevered to its purpose. The tenets of tenacity
it imbued over the decades stood it strong, and
when we speak of this tenacity, what comes out
even stronger is our sense of togetherness, as one
industry, one community.
This very sense of togetherness is actually the
essence of our identity; it not just binds us into one
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‘integrated’ identity but also into a band of beautiful
spectrum of life, and it is this resonance that
rekindles the nerve and verve of our community to
connect and emerge even stronger.
“We have seen the determination our industry had
demonstrated all through the difficult times. We
believe it’s time we celebrated that determination.
For, it determines our quintessence, and contribution
to our community, and society. It’s a programme we
hope will soothe and bring pride to all involved,” says
Ram Bhavanashi, Director-Shyamindira Media
Networks, Co-Organiser of SIIA.
Co-organiser, Thomas Prakasam, Managing
Director, Spinworkz Pte Ltd, adds, “we are well
aware of the difficulties and struggles many in India
including those from the AV industry are going
through. Going ahead with the SI India Awards
has not been taken lightly. The Awards of course
celebrates the professionalism of our industry despite
challenges. However this year our main focus of the
Awards programme is on the AV community and its
people. We want to recognise them and stand beside
them during this turbulent period.”
AUGUST 2021
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Partners Standing Together for the Cause
“This year’s award is made possible because the
partners who have joined us share our vision that
this year, the Awards programme is all about the
community,” said David Lim, Director, Industry
Engagement, Spinworkz.
The SIIA Partners for this year are:

Corporate Category: Beyerdynamic India Pvt Ltd
Education Category: Shure Audio Technologies Pvt Ltd
Government Category: Kramer Electronics India Pvt Ltd
Hospitality Category: Harman International (India) Pvt Ltd
Infotainment Category: Christie Digital Systems Inc.
In Collaboration With: InfoComm India GoVirtual
Supported by: AVIXA

“I am pleased to say that we are still getting enquiries
for partnership and are open to discuss how brands
can be part of this unique Awards programme,”
added David.

NEWS
The Awards will be held virtually on
16 September 2021. The last date for
submission of projects is 06 August
2021. For full details on the Awards
Categories and Budget Segments
as well as the Submission page visit
https://www.siindiaawards.com/
The three earlier editions of SIIA were about
Celebrating AV Excellence; SIIA 2021 – reassuringly
– is about Celebrating AV Determination.
We invite every Indian AVian to join us, and celebrate
the determination with flying energy.
Systems Integration India Awards

support@novastar.tech

When NovaStar and XR collide - Join our XR story

Learn More...

High Frame Rate 240Hz
Color management
Calibration
Low latency
HDR
Frame Multiplication
Precise grayscale
Phase-Shift migration
22bit+
Picture under Camera
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SI Asia’s AVnTech4Church Second Webinar Confirmed

SPONSORS

REGIONAL: System Integration Asia’s webinars

for the church community held under the
AVnTech4Church banner, has confirmed its second
webinar. The webinar to be streamed on 11th August
2021 at 8pm (SGT) will touch on A Deeper Look Into
Audio Systems for Hybrid Worship Services.
The first webinar was held on 2nd June 2021 to a
great response from the church community within
the region. There were over 400 registrants with
280 logged on, on the day itself. The first webinar
addressed all the key technical components needed
to support a proper hybrid worship service and
touched on the Art and Tech needed to enhance
audio and visuals for that immersive and engaging
experience of a sanctuary within the confines of
homes.
The webinar was conducted by Robert Soo,
the founder and principal consultant of Cogent
Acoustics and a familiar figure for many in the
church community in Southeast Asia. Robert will be
conducting the second webinar as well.

the audio system. Robert will also touch on critical
practices and conditions that affect the quality of a
live stream such as process workflow, parameters
setting, microphone techniques, room ambience
capture and acoustics, and a lot more.
“We had a very positive response from those
who attended the first webinar. We have also had
enquiries from other church communities who had
heard about the webinar about the next session.
We are delighted to be able to serve the church
community in the region. Of course, this would not
be possible without our sponsors who are aligned
with our vision” said a delighted David Lim, Director,
Industry Engagement, Spinworkz Pte Ltd.
The second webinar is being sponsored by Bose,
Epson, RGBlink, Sennheiser and Shure.
Register HERE for the free-to-attend webinar.

This second webinar will take a closer look at the
individual audio system components that go into
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Varanasi Turns Smart with AV Technology

Prime Minister Modi at the VICCC inauguration ceremony.

INDIA: Thursday, 15, July, 2021, marked a special

day in the annals of Varanasi as the ‘Eternal City’
– that the spiritual capital of the country is revered
with – made a major stride in its journey towards the
coveted Smart City status.

erected at as many as six different places in the city,
including the ghats.
The Varanasi International Cooperation &
Convention Centre (VICCC)

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated and laid
foundation stones for development projects in the
city of his constituency worth over ₹ 1,500 crore
(approximately USD200.3 million). While inaugurating
already completed projects worth ₹ 744 crore
(approximately USD99.4 million)– that included
the prestigiously built ₹ 186-crore (approximately
USD24.8 million) International Cooperation &
Convention Centre – he also laid foundation stones
for several projects and public works worth about ₹
839 crore (approximately USD112 million).
The other inauguration included the Centre for
Skill and Technical Support for Central Institute of
Petrochemical Engineering and Technology (CIPET).
Among all the projects that the Prime Minister
inaugurated, two projects are of particular
significance as far as the audio-visual industry
stakes are concerned: The International Cooperation
& Convention Centre, and the giant LED screens
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The Varansi International Cooperation & Convention Centre (VICCC).

The VICCC is a unique venue in its own right. An
architectural fruition of Indo-Japanese friendship,
and more particularly, the cordial relationship that
Modi had maintained with former Japanese Premier
Shinzo Abe – who, during his tenure in December
2015 visited Varanasi, and promised to lend the
Kyoto expertise to create an iconic model of India’s
cultural richness – the venue is a veritable blend of
sophistication and spiritualism.
AUGUST 2021
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The venue is created with the full assistance of knowhow and expertise from The Japan International
Cooperation Agency.
Named Rudraksh (the eye of Rudra or Lord Shiva)
– the eco-friendly, intelligent building fit for Level-3
of Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment
(GRIHA) – has its roof shaped in the form of Shiva
Linga (a metaphysical symbol for union of mind and
soul), and studded with as many as 108 panchmukhi
(five-sided) Rudrakshas, moulded in aluminum.
The two-storey ensemble seated on a 2.87-hectare
site is characterized by a grand, multipurpose
entrance lobby and a swanky and spacious prefunction area that connect to dedicated Meeting and
Conference Rooms which can as well be used as Art
Galleries.
The entrance itself has three different entry points
meant for regular visitors; a service entrance for
admin and support staff; and a dedicated VIP
entrance, making it an ideal destination for holding all
types of international events.

The highlight of the venue, however, is the grand
auditorium built with a seating capacity of 1200
people, and steeped in design exquisiteness and
technology innovation. A well- equipped stage to
suit diverse theatrical and performance arts, and
concerts, as well as large size conventions and
symposiums glow in the backdrop of fool-proof
security and safety mechanisms.
While a vast majority of the design-build integration
of the project was handled by Japanese agencies,
Bengaluru-headquartered T2 Consulting Group had
the honour of providing Local Consultancy Services
for AV, and Stage Systems. Further, T2 had an active
role to support Fujita Corporation who was the install
contractor on the project.
Overall, a new architectural marvel with well-defined
AV/ICT systems, has come to elevate the iconic
identity of Varanasi.

Adamson and Real Music Power China's EDM Scene
Real Music is one of China’s oldest and most
experienced full-service professional integrators and
suppliers, operating across sound, lighting, control,
and AV for over 20 years. For over a decade, they’ve
been proudly supplying Adamson loudspeakers to
the Chinese market.

The main stage of the newly built SPACE Shenzhen
features the Adamson E12 line array speakers.

CHINA: Real Music Acoustics & Lighting

Technology Co, operating out of Xi'an and
Guangzhou, have helped super-charge the Chinese
nightclub circuit with three massive Adamson PA
installations across Shenzhen, Nanchang, and Xi’an.
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“Our nightclub customers like Adamson products
very much, and they fit their requirements perfectly,”
says Richie Wang, Real Music’s General Manager.
“It’s almost like Adamson speakers have magic
powers; when the music starts up in these clubs,
people go crazy. The power and the coverage just
makes people instantly happy.”
Successful nightclub chain SPACE is a longterm Real Music client, with projects successfully
delivered in Chengdu(Chengdu Space Club,
Chengdu X-land Club, Chengdu Cago Club), Wuhan,
AUGUST 2021
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Adamson IS10 delays in SPACE Nanchang.

Xining, Nanning, Chongqing, Xi’an, Kunming, and
Xiamen. Continuing to grow their EDM empire,
SPACE have built two completely new clubs, one in
Shenzhen, and another in Nanchang.
SPACE Shenzhen is a lesson in high SPL and
total bass coverage domination. The main stage
is flanked by hangs of Adamson flagship E12 line
array elements, six a side. Further down the room,
two delay hangs consisting of four Adamson IS7 line
array elements and a flown IS118 each side ensure
everyone in the club is covered with full-range music.
Two Adamson PC 12 point concentric loudspeakers
handle the stage’s front fill, while 14 units of Point 15
point source boxes around the club cover any gaps
to the sides.
The all-important low frequency extension at SPACE
Shenzhen is installed through the front of the stage
and comprises a bone-rattling combination four
E219, eight IS219, and ten E218 subwoofers. The
low frequency coverage created ensures every
corner of the club is swimming in tight, musical sub
frequencies.
SPACE Nanchang’s main left-right PA combines six
units of IS10n narrow dispersion line array elements
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underhung with two IS10 elements per side. Four
more IS10 elements per side are hung three-quarters
of the way down the club as delays. Two Adamson
IS7p point source two-ways are installed as front
fill, and a dozen Point 15s cover any point out of the
main array’s throw. Not to be outdone in the bass, a
positively earth-moving 20 units of IS219 subwoofers
are arrayed across the front of the stage.
The third install is a more intimate live music setting,
at the Club Xiaoyang in Xi’an. A new client for Real
Music, they’ve been graced with two main hangs
of four IS10n per side, eight IS219 subwoofers, two
PC 12s in the front fill, and eight Point 15s on side fill
duty.
All three projects were totally designed and installed
by Real Music, working closely with their customers
to achieve their goals. “Both SPACE and Xiaoyang
had the same requirements,” explains Richie Wang.
“They wanted high SPL mids and highs without noise
or distortion. And the all-important low frequencies
had to be very powerful.”
Real Music
Adamson Systems
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Series 3
Unparalleled brightness from every distance.
Revolutionary 8-color mixing with deep red LEDs.
Built-in wireless DMX/RDM.

The new standard that is anything but standard.
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Future-Ready Workplace Virtual Conference 2021 Emphasises on Employee’s Experience

REGIONAL: ‘Reset. Recalibrate. Redesign’ was

the theme of the Future-Ready Workplace virtual
conference organised by Barco together with
Supporting Partner Jabra, Official Media Systems
Integration Asia magazine and Official Event Agency
CWT Meeting Partners. Streamed on 7th July, the
half-day event was attended by over 400 delegates
from Southeast Asia, Australia, Bangladesh, India,
Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Pakistan and Taiwan.
Keynote speaker Simon Piff, Vice President, Practice
Lead, Future of Work, IDC Asia / Pacific, shared
interesting statistics from IDC’s workplace study. The
study showed nearly 47% of respondents highlighted
that optimising their organisation’s business
processes and workflow to improve productivity
was their top business priority this year, followed
closely by cost reduction and optimisation. It was
also shared that 65% of respondents are investing
or planning to invest in integrated workplace
management software, with 58% focussing on smart
meeting room management.
For organisations to have a more holistic approach
towards the Future-Ready Workplace, Mr Piff
shared that IDC has developed The Future of Work
Framework that offers structured work transformation
strategies and scope of future work initiatives. The
Framework encompasses three interrelated and
interconnected pillars. These are - Culture of the
workplace that should engage and empower workers
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to new digital skills; Augmentation that enables
seamless collaboration between humans and
technology and Space that should be well-connected
and offer a secure work environment, independent of
place or time.
Other than the Keynote address, there were three
panel discussions. The first was the Workplace
Collaboration Panel that touched on the foundation
of a future-proof workplace; the second panel
discussion was about re-inventing employee
engagement and talent development in the hybrid
workplace. The final panel discussion highlighted
why this was the best time to invest in a visualisation
solution.
Complementing the conference programme was a
Virtual Exhibition. Barco had three virtual booths.
The Collaboration booth showcased the ClickShare
Conference, their expanded ClickShare family and
ClickShare Present wireless presentation tools; the
Visualization booth highlighted the UniSee LCD video
wall portfolio and the weConnect booth showcased
Barco’s weConnect - the virtual classroom software
solution. Jabra’s booth highlighted their video
conferencing solutions, whereas Systems Integration
Asia promoted their publication and value-added
services offered by the company.
The key takeaway from the conference was the
need to leverage technology to propel exponential
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increases in productivity and cost efficiencies.
Organisations should enable agile, flexible and
mobile workstyles, drive a more engaged and
productive workforce, build an adaptive workplace
that is location-flexible and modernise the workspace
to create immersive and seamless collaboration
across all experiences. The right technology plays a
vital role in meeting adaptive needs. The training and
reskilling of workers are equally important elements
in taking advantage of opportunities now and in the
future.

transformation and new requirements for workplaces.
It is not about following trends but rather necessities
to prepare for now and the future. Our objective
with the conference was to highlight that the
transformation is a journey that needs different parts
to come together seamlessly for a better outcome
for organisations. It needs to be looked in a holistic
aspect. In that aspect, we also wanted to highlight
that Barco has all the necessary leading technologies
to help in the transformation and enhance the
experience of the users.”

Olivier Croly, Senior Vice President, Barco
APAC, comments, “There is no escaping digital

Barco

Australian National University Trusts Renkus-Heinz to Sound Perfect During HighProfile Meetings

AUSTRALIA: The Australian National University

(ANU) in Canberra, Australia touts an impressive
resume – not just due to its seven robust academic
colleges of study, but because it is also uniquely
connected to the Australian Government by way of
its position across the river from Capital Hill, where
parliament is located.
The university often hosts a number of high-profile
meetings in the Mills Room, an ornate conferencing
space featuring Tasmanian blackwood woodworking
and capable of hosting up to 54 people. Located in
the ANU Chancelry Tower, these meetings can even
include high ranking members of the government,
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making the Mills Room a premiere location of
importance on campus. In fact, due to both the
room’s unique design and the fact that is has served
as the location of significant ANU meetings since
1964, the meeting space is deemed by the university
to have heritage significance.
However, after decades in service, the room was due
for an AV upgrade. And that required a premier audio
offering from Renkus-Heinz.
“Because the space was deemed to be of heritage
importance we were given the directive of no
substantive changes to the room,” said Christopher
AUGUST 2021
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Watson, consultant with Alder Technology – the firm
that designed and specified the system for ANU.
“The space itself is roughly 17 by 12 meters in size,
and it has a massively vaulted ceiling. It’s also made
of solid concrete, with a floating wall existing on one
side. Simply put, the acoustics in the room were very
poor and would present a challenge.”

the sound stays off the peculiarities of the room, and
is directed entirely toward the audience’s ears.

Watson said the need to precisely position audio in
the space, coupled with the need to install as little
as possible to ensure the space was architecturally
preserved, led him immediately to Renkus-Heinz.

“We really like to talk about the audio capabilities
of Renkus-Heinz,” said Lucas Catanese, Project
Manager at MNGD – the integrator on the project.
“But we also know there are installations where
architects want to maintain a certain look and feel.
This location, obviously, had a very important reason
to do that. Renkus-Heinz allowed us to still integrate
a system everyone loves while balancing the needs
of the heritage space.”

“Renkus-Heinz is a great audio solution for any
space because of its quality, but when you have
a lot of challenges in an install, the products they
make really show their strengths,” Watson said. “With
Renkus-Heinz we’re now looking at a room that looks
aesthetically balanced and has sound characteristics
that are performance worthy. No need for pendants
or ceiling speakers, just perfect sound with two
steerable arrays.”
The installation makes use of two Renkus-Heinz IC8
digitally steerable line array loudspeaker systems
installed at the front of the room on the “floating
wall.” Part of the ICONYX line, the IC8s make use of
Renkus-Heinz’ industry leading digitally steerable
technology, allowing venues of all size and type to
digitally position sound exactly where you want it: on
the audience. By programming the arrays digitally,

Further, thanks to their compact footprint, and
utilization of Audinate’s Dante audio-over-IP protocol,
the loudspeakers were installed without impacting
the historically important architecture in the space.

The results of the Mills Room installation were
so impressive, Catanese said, the university has
declared the Renkus-Heinz IC8 a standard for audio
upgrades in the future.
“We’ve already installed it in two additional spaces,”
Catanese said. “They’re installed in a theater and an
operations center where they’d had challenges with
audio in the past. With the upgrade to the RenkusHeinz loudspeakers, they sound great.”
Renkus-Heinz

IN BRIEF
QSC announces TAG (Technical Audio Group) is the
exclusive distributor of its entire portfolio throughout
Australia, including its systems, live sound and
now cinema solutions. TAG has represented QSC
in Australia for more than 25 years and has a head
office and service centre in Stanmore (NSW), sales
office and training facility in Collingwood (VIC) and
warehouse at Kings Park (NSW).

Spectrum AV

QSC

Martin Audio

TAG
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Martin Audio and Generation AV have announced
the appointment of Spectrum Audio Visual Pte
Ltd as the distributor for Martin Audio products
in Singapore, focusing on the installation sector.
Spectrum Audio Visual will focus on the installation
market in Singapore. Generation AV and Martin
Audio will continue to support Entertainment and
Touring partners directly where required.

Generation AV
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CT Installs Complete L-Acoustics System at Etihad Arena

ABU DHABI: Creative Technology Middle East

As part of the L-Acoustics system, CT also installed
a delay system consisting of 5 hangs of 6 x
KARA, which was designed to work alongside any
configuration. The complete L-Acoustics touring
audio system consisted of 36 x K2 and 30 x KARA
loudspeakers, 12 x K1-SB and 16 x KS28 subs, 11
x LA-RAK II complete with 43 x LA12X Amplified
Controllers.

CTME are an Approved Calibration Centre (ACC) and
Certified Partner Integrations (CPI) for L-Acoustics
and one of only three companies in the world to
have this privilege, making them the ideal integration
provider for this project.

The signal transportation was handled over an
Optocore System, and all networking was taken care
of with Luminex Switches. Harvey comments, “The
networking gave us the capability of being able to
transport analogue, AES or ABV signals to all the
amplifiers.”

(CTME) have recently delivered a complete
L-Acoustics touring system at Etihad Arena in
Abu Dhabi ahead of their first large live event.
Etihad Arena is the largest state-of-the-art indoor
entertainment venue in the Middle East and is set to
bring a wide range of new and exciting events to the
capital.

CTME worked closely with L-Acoustics during the
modelling of the system based on CAD drawings
supplied by the Arena. As the venue will be hosting
a wide range of events, the design had to consider
multiple configurations to suit various productions
from indoor concerts to sporting events and much
more.
Craig Harvey, CT’s Systems Integration Project
Manager, explains, “CT delivered the L-Acoustics
system on behalf of the arena, verified, tested,
installed and calibrated the equipment, making sure
the system was responding as per the design.”
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Harvey goes on to say, “CT offers a complete
installation service from design and equipment
procurement through to installing and configuring
the system, providing our clients with high-quality
equipment accompanied by professional engineers
who understand how to use it and maximise the
system potential. Our ability to simulate these system
designs before installation allows our clients to
visualise the final result before making a purchase.”
Creative Technology Middle East
L-Acoustics
AUGUST 2021
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Beijing InfoComm China 2021 Concludes on an Upbeat Note

CHINA: After a vibrant run from 21-23 July, Beijing

InfoComm China 2021 concludes yet another
successful event at the China National Convention
Centre (CNCC) – with the added edge of leading
the change in tradeshow experience with the Show’s
proprietary GoVIRTUAL platform, which extended the
exhibitors’ market reach while ensuring the business
community who are unable to attend the Show in
person did not miss out.
Show Floor Interactions
The Professional AudioVisual (Pro-AV) and Integrated
Experience technology showcase continues to
attract diverse visitors, ranging from Pro-AV industry
players to entrepreneurs, business decision-makers,
technical influencers, and researchers. The 37,189
unique visitors explored the entire CNCC venue
which hosted some 400 exhibitors.
MAXHUB has been exhibiting at the Show for many
years. Its Marketing Director, Shi Feng said, “The
show brings together upstream and downstream
suppliers in the entire industry. It is an ideal
platform for learning and information exchange.
Topics such as changes in the entire value chain
of this industry could be discussed here, to give
businesses like ours ideas and inspirations in relation
to future trends, business development and product
development. On the other hand, we are able to meet
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many systems integrators, engineers, distributors
and users. This helps to promote our business
and meet our expectations in terms of business
opportunities.”
First-time exhibitor, DingTalk Meeting shared that
their participation at the Show has helped them meet
potential customers who were eager to learn about
their products, thereby enhancing their business.
They were impressed by the line-up of well-known
exhibitors and how visitors to the Show were those
they have wanted to meet.
Living up to its reputation as Asia Pacific’s premier
show of its kind, names on show include many
industry heavyweights such as Sony, Christie, Barco,
Panasonic, EZ Pro, as well as technology giants like
Tencent and DingTalk Meeting, Huawei and Intel.
Also present were many promising domestic brands
providing niche and integrated solutions, catering
to diverse business needs and cementing the Show
as the marketplace with the widest range of Pro-AV
and Integrated Experience offerings. Visitors came
up close and personal with game-changing products
and solutions in the arena of conferencing, command
and control centres, projection, digital signages, and
more that are driving the future of business, work and
lifestyle.
AUGUST 2021
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“This is my third or fourth time visiting Beijing
InfoComm China. This year, the scale of the Show,
as well as exhibitors and technologies on display,
were relatively greater than last year. I found a
comprehensive range of conferencing system
solutions that I had wanted to see, ” said Sunny
Yang, General Manager of Shenyang Starlinks
Science & Technology Co., Ltd.
Insights and Inspiration Abound at the Dual
Summits
Running in tandem with the Exhibition were the
Beijing InfoComm China Summit 2021 and NIXT
(Next Integrated Experience Technology) Summit
2021. Both Summits attracted 5,644 delegates
from diverse industries, including Advanced
Manufacturing, Banking, Financial Services and
Insurance, Retail, Logistics and Supply Chain,
Transportation, Education, and others, who benefited
from the depth and breadth of knowledge and
information shared by business solution experts and
industry leaders.
Beijing InfoComm China Summit 2021 featured 46
learning sessions grouped into three tracks with a
different focus. The AV Managers Track covered
application of technology on business strategies and
operations; the InfoCommAsia Technical Seminar
Track covered technical aspects of the industry; and
the all-new TECHTALK Track delved into technologydriven changes in the market and business
landscape.
Into its third edition, NIXT Summit brings the
emerging technology community together with
the AV community to spark conversations and
encourage collaborations. This year, it featured 25
cross-discipline knowledge-sharing sessions. These
highlighted Pro-AV projects in diverse industries
that deploy emerging technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Data, Cloud, 5G, Internet of Things
(IoT), Robotics, Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual
Reality (VR), Extended Reality (XR), and more. By
expounding the challenges and opportunities of such
projects, NIXT Summit is the cradle of end-to-end
smarter and more sophisticated solutions. The NIXT
Summit was attended by 2,709 delegates.
AUGUST 2021
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Steven Zhong, Consulting Partner of PwC China,
served as Summit speaker for the first time. He said,
“From the perspective of overall scale and influence,
the Show and its Summits were a resounding
success. Many exhibitors were eager to show
their latest and newest solutions. Given the high
demand for digitalization among enterprises, Beijing
InfoComm China definitely presented a huge array
of latest cutting-edge products to the market, and
helped solution seekers find suitable solutions for
their businesses.”
Borderless Exhibition Experience with
GoVIRTUAL
Running for three days alongside the in-person
Show, InfoComm China 2021 GoVIRTUAL featured
65 product showcases and 12 webinars. Additionally,
11 sessions from the NIXT Summit was live-streamed
via GoVIRTUAL, bringing online delegates over 20
insightful learning opportunties.
The AI-powered GoVIRTUAL performs intelligent
and intuitive business-matching; and supports realtime live-streaming of product demos, complete
with integrated video, audio and chat functions
that facilitate two-way communications between
presenters and audience from anywhere in the world.
Stakeholders unable to visit or limited by time were
thus still able to reap benefits from Beijing InfoComm
China 2021.
“I am heartened to note that the relevance and
strength of Beijing InfoComm China is exemplified
by the vibrant vibes and brisk engagements on
the show floor and lively discussions in the various
seminar rooms,” said Richard Tan, Executive Director
of InfoComm Asia. “Key factors contributing to the
resilience of the Show are our constant innovation
and ability to leverage technology to remain in
lockstep with changes in the industry landscape.”
Mark Your Calendar for Beijing InfoComm China 2022

The next edition of Beijing InfoComm China is slated
for 13 – 15 July 2022 at China National Convention
Centre. More information will be available in due
course at www.infocomm-china.com or the Show’s
official WeChat account.
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Seamless Control Room Technologies

The control room segment in APAC is expected to
grow at a healthy rate over the next few years.
According to FutureSouce Consulting Insights on
control rooms, nearly 10,000 more control rooms
are expected to become operational globally by
2025, with the majority of growth centred in the APAC
region, particularly in countries like China, India and
Malaysia. Smart cities driven by governments is
witnessing a significant increase in the region, with
smart technologies being implemented to monitor
city infrastructures and managing everything from
transportation, energy, public safety, security and
utilities. Other factors driving the growth of control
rooms include new requirements such as the
necessity to control, distribute, and manage more
sources and information, communicate securely
with remote decision-makers, and upgrade older
technologies.
For a fuller picture of the opportunities in the
control room segment, read HERE.
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Different components need to come together
seamlessly to meet the demands of a control room.
There are also new trends that a systems integrator
needs to consider for the modern control room, such
as IP-based solutions, remote communications and
a more effective operator’s space. There are, of
course, a plethora of solutions available in the market
for the systems integrator’s consideration to fulfil
the objectives of the control room. However, Barco
stands out in one aspect; the company offers endto-end solutions across the whole signal chain in the
control room. With Barco, system integrators have
the flexibility of providing a complete solution or to fill
in specific requirements.
Barco has been involved in the control room segment
for 30 years and has used its extensive experience to
introduce state-of-the-art solutions to match current
and future needs.
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Barco’s OpSpace allows for a clutter-free operator’s
workspace.

Operators are the heartbeat of the control room
operations. Focus on operators’ comfort has always
been a priority, from the table height, comfort of the
chair, sight-lines of the main video wall and even
lighting. Operators generally have a few display
monitors and keyboards, and mouse to monitor
different areas and data.
As operators spend hours at their work desks and
need to be focused, there has been continuous
R&D on creating a better work environment that
would further improve productivity and efficiency for
operators and decrease fatigue.
Can there be less clutter in the operator’s workspace
for a better work environment? Can the operator work
more efficiently with less keyboards and mouse? Can
the operator continue with their usual working style
without needing to relearn when new technology is
implemented? Can an operator work comfortably
from any desktop space with their familiar desktop
settings?
The answer to all of the above is a resounding Yes
with Barco’s OpSpace. OpSpace reduces the clutter
and brings simplicity back to the workflow, both onscreen and on the desk. All relevant information can
be consulted and manipulated within a single pixel
space, with just one mouse and keyboard. With just
one click, operators can call any application into
view – reducing navigation time and significantly
improving the overview of any situation.
AUGUST 2021
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OpSpace offers flexibility for now and in the future
as it is agnostic to source and network types. This
means adding new applications to the operator’s
workflow is a breeze. OpSpace is easy to install,
maintain and upgrade. It provides secure access to
hosts across multiple security domains.

BARCO INVITES YOU TO CONNECT WITH
THEM FOR A NON-OBLIGATORY DISCUSSION
FOR YOUR NEXT CONTROL ROOM PROJECT.
TO CONNECT OR TO VISIT BARCO’S
EXPERIENCE CENTER...
CLICK HERE

Secure Transmissions
There is also a growing demand for transmitting
and receiving images and data remotely for quicker
and better decision making. The ability to highlight
concerns to a field engineer from the control room
by sending images to their device will enable the
engineer to identify and report back quickly. Twoway transmissions help to ensure that everyone is
on the same page. Similarly, key decision-makers
may not always be within walking distance of their
control centre. The ability to transmit images and
data to their device will be productive and beneficial.
Ensuring secure transmissions is also a must for
sensitive spaces. Barco’s SecureStream meets all
these demands.
Operators simply drag and drop video or data
sources into a SecureStream channel to quickly
inform and consult external stakeholders. In this way,
authorised external people get a complete situational
overview, contributing to better and faster decisionmaking.
This simplicity of operation does not conflict with the
solution’s security! SecureStream is designed with
safety at heart. The system uses both on-premise
and cloud technology to stream the content to the
receivers. This hybrid on-premise and Software-asa-Service (SaaS) configuration help lower the risk
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of intrusion on the enterprise network and maximise
security.
OpSpace and SecureStream fulfil the new demands
of control rooms and are future-proof as well.
Video Wall Technology
The more extensive control rooms feature video
walls on the visualisation front that offer operators
and decision-makers an unimpeded view of all
images and data. Video walls provide the ability
to view content from different sources on a large
canvas. Video wall display technologies include
rear-projection cubes, tiled LCDs, or direct-view
LED. The type of technology required for the primary
visualisation solution would depend on the size of the
room, lighting conditions, the kind of content to be
displayed and considerations for future planning in
terms of ease of replacements and upgrades. As a
leader in the visualisation space, Barco is one of the
few manufacturers that offer all three dominant video
wall technologies.

Barco UNISEE Panel.

Barco’s ultra-narrow bezel LCD video wall series
require minimal space and excel in image quality and
overall reliability. Barco’s LCD panels feature SenseX
built-in sensors to accurately detect the brightness
and colour performance of each screen in realtime. This feature is extremely useful as over a long
period of use, brightness and colour of each panel
will be impacted. Using Barco’s unique algorithms,
SenseX automatically calibrates each LCD panel to
the desired levels to achieve a uniform video wall
display. The calibration process can be run in the
background without disrupting the image on the wall,
resulting in a very uniform and stable image over
time, thus extending the LCD’s usage.
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Barco XT full HD LED wall.

Generally highly critical control rooms prefer that
their visualization displays are bezel-free. This is
where LED video walls excel. Because they are
bezel-free, it is possible to spread content over larger
areas of the display canvas. Alphanumeric content is
also never interrupted and therefore always perfectly
readable. LED video walls can also perform in highly
bright conditions and offer resolutions catered to your
needs unlike the fixed resolutions of LCD displays
and rear-projection cubes.

Barco Infinipix Image Processor.

Barco is an innovator in indoor and outdoor LED
video walls since the 1990s. Their expertise in LED
technology not only enables them to provide fine
pitch led tiles, but also the unique Infinipix image
processing feature. The Infinipix processor enables
users to dim the video wall system in real time to the
desired level, without compromising in colours or
image quality. In this way, Barco guarantees high
impact of the led display solution in any environment
and lighting condition.
Offering further value is Barco’s cloud-based Video
Wall Management Suite. Users can choose from
AUGUST 2021
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three subscription models that suits their needs
to manage their video wall. These are Monitor,
Diagnose and Control models.
The Management Suite provides usage data and
critical operational parameters information in realtime. Users can also diagnose and solve issues
before they turn into failures thanks to the e-mail
warning notifications. You have all the tools for more
effective and prompt remote assistance.
Providing flexibility and user-friendliness, the
Management Suite can be accessed through any
device with internet access without any compromise
in security. Thanks to the encrypted communication
and turn off connectivity at any moment in the device
settings, users will have peace of mind using the
Management Suite.
Barco’s Video wall Management Suite is based on
Microsoft Azure cloud technology.
Video Wall Controllers
Video Wall Controllers are essential tools that help
with content distribution from different sources and
managing the content for the video wall. Video wall
controllers can manipulate content such as scaling
images up or down whilst maintaining high quality or
provide customised video wall layouts such as split
or picture-in-picture options. There are different types
of video wall controllers to fit specific requirements.
Barco offers a range of single-wall video
controllers to network-centric multi-screen video
wall controllers for content distribution to the video
wall.
Single wall video controllers are generally used for
stand-alone video walls not part of an extensive
network. Examples of such video walls would be
office lobbies or simple digital signage applications.
The video wall controller options that Barco offers
for these installations range from a simple 2x2 to 64
displays control.
On the other hand, you will require Network-centric
multi-screen video wall controllers when the video
AUGUST 2021
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wall is integrated within a sizeable networked
visualisation infrastructure that displays images
coming from many different sources located in many
other places around the world.
Barco’s TransForm N networked visualisation
system is the leading platform for information
distribution to and between control rooms. The
system is fully modular, so it grows with your needs.
Adding additional sources or destinations (single
monitors or full video walls) to this infrastructure is
just a matter of plugging in extra input or output
nodes.

Barco Transform N Management Server.

An important parameter in selecting your video
wall controller is the operating system. Barco offers
both Windows and a slightly adapted Linux version,
covering most operating systems in a control room.
Barco and You
“Barco’s approach to control room solutions has
always provided the complete portfolio to ‘view
better, share faster, resolve quicker’. With Barco,
system integrators can install all the critical solutions
required for a control room or offer piece-meal
solutions for specific requirements. Barco offers the
best possible solution for every customer, depending
on requirements, usage, and budget along with 24/7
customer support. With that in mind, we invite system
integrators to collaborate with Barco for their next
control room project,” said Ta Loong Gan, Managing
Director, Barco SEA and Vice President Immersive
Experience, Barco APAC.
If you are interested in visiting Barco’s
Experience Centre or understanding Barco’s
solutions and connecting with a Barco control
room professional to collaborate on a project,
click HERE.
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Kramer Launches VW-4 video Wall Driver

Kramer has launched the VW-4, a hardware-based
video wall driver for video walls within a closed
system for increased reliability, security and nearzero latency. The VW-4 delivers perfectly aligned
content onto video wall displays of any size, with
plug-and-play wired connectivity that once in place
requires no adjustments.
The VW-4 has one HDMI video input, four HDMI
display outputs and has been uniquely designed to
support formations from the classic and incredibly
popular 2x2 video-wall right up to 8x8 with 64
displays.
This enhanced scalability means that users no longer
need to buy, for example, a 4x4 driver to create a
4x2 wall, equating to cost savings of up to 80%. This

is giving new market areas the possibility to unleash
the power of video walls rather than being limited by
flat panel display sizes and fixed aspect ratios.
Users can configure the content to their displays
using bezel correction technology to ensure that
imagery flows across the setup and that no crucial
data is lost in the seams. The integrated real-time OS
also accommodates HDCP and EDID management.
In addition, the user-friendly design of the unit
features a quick set up option to have content on the
screens in less than a minute using the DIP-switches.
The closed system makes the VW-4 ideal for security
conscious and mission critical environments, such
as in government buildings, financial applications
and command and control centres, as there is no
way information can be hacked. The incredibly low
latency delivers real-time content and, after being
configured, the hardware-based solution does not
require an IP connection, so the delivery of content is
never impacted by any network resets or downtime.
KramerAV

Extron Now Shipping 4K/60 Scaler that Presents Up to Four Sources on One Display

Extron has announced the immediate availability of
the MGP 641, a multi-window processor for scaling
and presenting up to four 4K/60 4:4:4 source signals
on a single screen. Extron's exclusive Vector 4K
scaling engine ensures downscaled and upscaled
content is presented with unequalled image quality.
In addition to four HDMI inputs that support data
rates up to 18 Gbps, the HDCP 2.3-compliant
processor includes an HDMI background input for
presenting live, non-scaled content behind source
windows. An HDMI output accommodates a local
display, while the DTP2 output drives a remote
display located up to 330 feet (100 meters) away with
identical content. It features customizable window
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layouts, video and logo keying, window transition
effects, as well as source and output rotation.
Embedded audio can be passed to the DTP2 or
HDMI output or extracted to the analog outputs,
simplifying integration. These features enable
the MGP 641 processor to deliver professional
presentations that are ideal for live events and highend environments.
The MGP 641 is an ideal solution for presenting
multiple HDMI sources on a single display. Its
form factor and wide variety of presentation and
transition effects make this scaler an excellent and
efficient option for environments such as corporate
board rooms and live venues. It is equally effective
in mission-critical applications where display of
live information is required, from situation rooms to
control centers.
Extron/MGP 641
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Jabra Reinvents Video Conferencing with PanaCast 50 Video Bar
which are backed up with intelligent
algorithms that remove disruptive
noise. Four powerful Jabra-engineered
speakers – two 50mm woofers and two
20mm tweeters – in a zero-vibration
stereo setup fill the room with premium,
high-definition audio, while the latest
2-way audio technology delivers more
natural conversations.

Jabra has launched its new videoconferencing
solution, the PanaCast 50 that is created from
ground up in response to new business needs
that arose from the ongoing pandemic. The Jabra
PanaCast 50 is engineered to provide high-quality
videoconferencing experiences for meeting
participants while keeping them safe and always in
compliance with workplace safety measures at the
same time.
Jabra leveraged technology to deliver intelligent
zoom, active speaker detection, and other innovative
capabilities – all to streamline and optimize the
conferencing experience. This technology powers
the Virtual Director feature to automatically adjust
the frame, allowing Jabra PanaCast 50 to detect
active speakers and the flow of conversation, thereby
delivering a remote meeting experience that’s fully
immersive and responsive.
Three 13-megapixel cameras create an immersive
180° field of view in Panoramic-4K that covers the
whole room. Patented real-time video stitching
technology uses advanced algorithms to decide
exactly the right way to live-stitch the video streams
together in real time with ultra-low latency. From
single person calls to full team meetings, this
intelligent technology always includes everyone in
the most optimum way.

Businesses need to ensure the safety
of their employees in the workplace.
Jabra uses Intel-powered AI to
deliver real-time people detection and counting that
helps promote compliance with infectious disease
protocols. Because of its 180° field-of-view, PanaCast
50 can achieve 100% coverage of the meeting
room and provides the best opportunity to count
everybody in the room.
Additionally, through the network interface, longerterm analytics data is available for IT administrators,
enabling the business to make data-driven decisions
about how they’re utilizing their meeting spaces.
Organisations will have an overview of how many
rooms are being used, even when there is no active
meeting, helping inform decisions on office space.
Security and privacy are top concerns for
organizations. The Edge AI processing capabilities
within the PanaCast 50 help keep sensitive data
secure by eliminating the need to transmit video and
audio data to the cloud. By performing the analysis
directly on the device, cloud security and datain-transit risks are removed from the collaboration
experience. Additionally, because the experiences
are powered on the device, not only are the risks
of security breaches significantly minimized,
the accuracy, speed, and overall quality of the
experience are maximized.
Jabra/Panacast

The PanaCast 50 also features eight beamforming
microphones with precision voice detection
AUGUST 2021
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New ClearOne UNITE 180 ePTZ Camera Delivers 180-degree Panoramic View

Compose Mode supports panoramic view with voice tracking and people tracking.

ClearOne has introduced the new UNITE 180 ePTZ
professional camera that provides a full 180-degree
panoramic field-of-view with “real-time stitching” to
achieve a variety of useful viewing modes for any
application and environment.
Designed for professional-quality visual collaboration,
conferencing, UC applications, distance learning,
and more, the new UNITE 180 camera provides six
viewing mode options as well as panoramic view for
the ultimate in camera flexibility.
Compose Mode presents a panoramic view along
with optional close-ups of up to eight people using
people tracking. Manual Mode is a perfect option
for focusing on a specific area of the meeting room.
Auto Framing Mode automatically frames participants
in the room. Grid Mode uses people tracking to
track each participant in a separate window showing
up to four participants. Speaker Mode detects the
presenter which is a particularly useful feature in
classrooms. And finally, Presentation Mode features
a content-sharing window on the main screen with a
picture-in-picture floating window of the presenter.
Users can easily switch between modes using their
PC, MAC or the UNITE 180 manual control.
UNITE 180- Speaker Mode
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Real-time stitching creates a seamless 180-degree
panoramic view of wide spaces by bringing the
views of multiple lenses together as one complete
image. Large classroom settings, training centers,
or any wide conferencing area are all captured and
presented with perfect clarity in any of the viewing
mode options. A 4x zoom further enhances the
UNITE 180 feature set.
The UNITE 180 is compatible with all popular cloudbased video collaboration applications including
Microsoft Teams, Zoom, WebEx, Google Meet,
ClearOne’s COLLABORATE Space and others.
Find out more about the UNITE 180 here.

ClearOne
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Christie Captiva Projector Shines
Brighter and Delivers on Price and
Performance

Christie has launched the Captiva DWU500S 1DLP
ultra short throw laser projector, designed for
classrooms, conference rooms, museums, retail
stores and other small-midsize applications.
The DWU500S is the third generation of the
successful Captiva Series, and it delivers a host of
improvements over its predecessors, including a
larger maximum screen size, a significant brightness
increase and upgraded WUXGA resolution for
sharper all-round performance. The new Captiva is
available at the same cost as previous models and
provides 20,000 hours of reliable operation with laser
illumination.
The Captiva DWU500S provides 4,500 ANSI lumens
and can display 1920x1200 resolution images up
to 12.5' (3.8m) diagonal in landscape or portrait
orientations – a 50% increase in maximum size on
the previous Captiva model. Its four-corner geometry
adjustment allows users to present precise images
every time, with its 0:25:1 ultra- short throw lens
making it suited to installations where space is
limited. The instant on/off functionality allows users
to immediately focus on captivating audiences with
content rather than worry about setup times. A new
wall mount will make installation easier, allowing for a
more horizontal and vertical offset.
The Christie Captiva DWU500s is available in black
or white, and will be available in September 2021.
Christie
AUGUST 2021
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Datapath VSN400 Gets Powerful
Motherboard Upgrade

Datapath, world-leading engineers of visual
solutions, has upgraded its VSN400 video wall
controller with a high-performance motherboard
for improved performance and support for the
latest Intel processors. The updated VSN400
now supports Intel’s 10th generation Ice Lake
Core i5 processor, with the option to upgrade to
Intel’s Core i7 or i9 where required. In addition,
customers can select an optional 128GB RAM
upgrade, available for projects that require high
performance application support.
Datapath’s VSN400 is designed for video wall and
multi-screen displays applications that require
a balanced number of HD capture cards and
HD video inputs. When matched with Datapath’s
broad portfolio of capture cards and graphics
cards, the VSN400 can provide up to 64 HD
outputs, or 16 outputs in 4K. Combinations of
capture cards and graphics card can be matched
to users’ requirements – Image4K graphics
cards and VisionSC-UHD2 capture cards can be
combined to provide a true 4K input / 4K output
system, for example.
Designed to work with Datapath’s latest Aetria
solution, as well as the company’s award-winning
WallControl 10 management software, Datapath’s
VSN400 is available now.
Datapath
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Marshall Adds New NETGEAR Pro AV Network Switches to Product Lineup
rear panel. The M4250
switches can also be
reverse mounted in
an AV rack. Additional
options for mounting
the switch outside a
rack, such as VESA
mounts, are built into the
enclosure.

Marshall Electronics has partnered with NETGEAR,
the leading provider of networking products in the
professional audio/video market, to offer three of
the company’s M4250 network switches for Pro AV
applications. The M4250’s PoE+/PoE++ capabilities
are the ideal fit for Marshall’s IP cameras and
controllers, providing an easy to set up IP camera/
controller/switch solution for its customers. The three
NETGEAR models that are part of the collaboration
currently include the M4250-10G2XF-PoE+, M425010G2XF-PoE++ and M4250-26G4F-PoE++, with
the intention to expand the partnership by adding
additional SKUs in the future.
NETGEAR’s AV Line of M4250 Switches maintains
the same out-of-the-box AV friendly functionality
found on the popular M4300 and M4500 switches.
Deploying multicast AV over IP networks with the
M4250 switches is a simple plug-in and turn-on
operation. The new AV interface of the M4250
switch presents the common AV controls with userselectable profiles up front, ensuring the settings are
correct for specific audio or video applications.
The M4250 switches are designed for clean
integration with traditional rack-mounted AV
equipment. The sleek, black enclosure provides port
and activity status on the front panel, with all power
and network cabling meticulously organized on the
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Marshall’s complete
line of IP cameras
and controllers are
compatible with the
NETGEAR M4250 line,
including its CV605series, CV620-series, CV630-series, CV730-series,
CV420-30X-series, CV355-30X-series and its VSPTC-IP controller.

Marshall Electronics
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New Pre-configured Dicentis System Server Built on a Powerful Operating System

The Dicentis system server from Bosch has become
very popular since its launch in 2019, with more than
60% of Dicentis Conference System installations
now including the device. This solution has now
been upgraded with new hardware from HP and an
enhanced operating system (OS).

added HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) and
Transport Layer Security (TLS 1.2) protocols by
default. From now on, industry standard certificate
technology is not only used to guarantee secure
connections, but it is also used to confirm the
authenticity of the meeting notes and voting files.

The new hardware means the Dicentis system
server moves to the HP Z2 Mini G5 workstation.
While looking similiar to the previous version, it offers
increased performance and presents a powerful
solution for systems of up to 750 devices. As the
server is quiet and compact, it can also be used
inside meeting rooms.

The HP-branded system server is part of the IPbased Dicentis family offering a one-stop-shop
solution for conference projects. The state-of-the-art
system server provides all the advantages of an IP
system: all Dicentis services run on an extremely
reliable and easy-to-use platform, while all necessary
features and functionalities have been pre-installed,
virus protected and are ready-to-go. The Windows
OS and Dicentis software 3.60 have been preconfigured with the specific purpose of minimizing
installation time and providing assurance that the
server is set up correctly.

For the highest security, the server is using the latest
Windows Server 2019 OS and the latest Dicentis
3.60 software. While migration to Hypertext Transfer
Protocol Secure (HTTPS) was taken care of in an
earlier software release, the 3.60 release has also
AUGUST 2021
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Key Digital KD-BYOD4K Provides Complete Wireless Presentation Solution for the
Classroom

The KD-BYOD4K Wireless Presentation Gateway
from Key Digital is an affordable, simple-to-operate,
all-in-one collaborative learning solution for education
facilities ramping up to the return of in-person
learning. The innovative KD-BYOD4K is a complete,
single-chassis Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD)
collaboration device, allowing dedicated and adjunct
faculty, guest teachers and students to cast content
contact-free to any designated display or projector
via Wi-Fi from laptops, tablets and smartphones for
big-screen presentation and for group learning and
review. The KD-BYOD4K readily accommodates a
high definition wireless connection from all major
operating platforms – Windows and Mac OS via
the dedicated KDPlay system application, from
Chromebooks via Google Chromecast, from Android
via Chromecast or the KDPlay app and from iOS
devices via Apple AirPlay.
Ideally suited for classroom, auditorium, learning
lab, and other educational environments, the KDBYOD4K’s simplified initial setup can be completed
in under 10 minutes. The KDPlay app can be quickly
loaded onto students’ or faculty members’ laptops
from the KD-BYOD4K unit’s web page or by simply
plugging in the included KDPlay Flash USB dongle
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for auto launch. The KDPlay Android app is a fast
download away from content casting for Android
devices not supporting Chromecast, and the KDBYOD4K offers direct native support for AirPlay and
Chromecast. For hybrid classrooms, remote students
or guest contributors can be accommodated by
bridging in a Zoom or similar connection via a
connected laptop.
Multiple teachers and students may present and
cast content simultaneously without the hassle
of wires, effectively breaking down the barriers
previously encountered when switching between
and incorporating multiple formats and operating
systems. Up to four presenters may share content
simultaneously using the automatically-adjusting
screen layout.
KD-BYOD4K features annotation, moderator
management, and touchscreen and mouse control
for a true interactive experience. Overlay tools
are employed on the annotation and white board
screens for real-time collaboration featuring screen
captures that are downloadable via QR codes or
through the unit’s web browser GUI. Moderator
management allows an instructor to start and stop
AUGUST 2021
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casting from selected devices via the convenient,
collapsible KDPlay dock on the side of the display,
which features content thumbnail previews and
names of paired devices. Utilizing touchscreen and
mouse forwarding features, the KD-BYOD4K allows
a connection by USB to the unit for point-and-click
functionality for the desired casted content – this
feature also works with up to four presenters at once.
Web GUI administration allows access via LAN to
the unit setup, moderator, and security tools on the
web browser interface. Support documents and
app downloads are also all available through this
administrator web GUI. KD-BYOD4K’s dual network
ports enable access via public and private networks,
including internet access, without compromising
security. With POE the device may be powered using
its POE supported LAN port.

SOLUTIONS UPDATE
KD-BYOD4K outputs at 4K/UHD to the display
allowing optimal clarity of fine resolution data content.
Audio of the casted devices is de-embedded at
the unit’s analog L/R audio connector for ease of
integration with audio amplification and mixing
systems.
While the KD-BYOD4K is full-featured on its own, it’s
part of Key Digital’s comprehensive hardware and
software ecosystem of Presentation Solutions when
extended capabilities are needed, integrating with
a product family including presentation switchers,
multi-format video switchers with HDBaseT extender
transmitters, and HDBaseT receivers with multiformat video outputs and audio de-embedding, video
tiling processors and USB cameras.
Key Digital

LEA Professional Strengthens Network Security with New 802.1X Protocol
provides secure network
access. 802.1X is the
gold standard of network
authentication security
and defines authentication
controls for any user or
device trying to access a
LAN or WLAN.

LEA Professional, manufacturer of innovative, highquality, pro-audio amplifiers with cloud- and IoTbased technologies, has announced new 802.1X
security protocol for the company’s range of Connect
Series amplifiers. This protocol represents the latest
innovation in LEA’s legacy of security prioritization.
802.1X is an IEEE Standard for Port-Based
Network Access Control that provides protected
authentication for devices on the network and
AUGUST 2021

This new feature
further protects data
and equipment from a
cyber attack, while also
preventing rogue devices
from connecting to the
local network and releasing viruses, Malware, or
allowing man-in-the-middle attacks.
The 802.1X security protocol will be available on all
Connect Series amplifiers from August 2021.
LEA Professional
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Creating Immersive Experiences
In the last issue we spoke to key projection brands about the future of projectors. What are the advantages
they hold, where are the opportunities and how projectors have evolved. There is no doubt that projectors
still have a role to play in the AV eco-system. One area projectors excel in are spaces that depend on large
image projections that create experiences for the targeted audience. We have seen projection mapping
moving from outdoors to indoors. We have seen unique interactive projection mapping at museums and
as part of the big experience in theme parks. The demand in these spaces are for high brightness, brilliant
colour reproduction laser projectors. In this issue we highlight four spaces that have transformed the
experiences of the audience.

Barco at the Infinity des Lumières

Project: Infinity des Lumières
Location: Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Project Completion: Early 2021
Brief about the project:
2021 saw the opening of the GCC’s first large-scale
digital immersive art center in the UAE: Infinity
des Lumières. The new exhibition hall is located
in Dubai’s iconic landmark, The Dubai Mall, at the
footsteps of the world’s tallest building, the Burj
Khalifa. Infinity des Lumières is a combination of 3
winning components: iconic location, cutting-edge
technology and tailored immersive art exhibitions.
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The first set of digital immersive shows, starting in
2021, will focus on the masterpieces of coveted
artists including Van Gogh, Japanese artists such as
Hokusai and Kuniyoshi, as well as the contemporary
artist and moviemaker Thomas Vanz.
Infinity des Lumières is the brainchild of organizing
company INFINITYART and French company
CULTURESPACES DIGITAL, the renowned provider
of immersive digital experiences with masterpieces
of some of the most famous artists in history.
Barco has been a preferred technology partner for
CULTURESPACES’ digital art centers for many years.
AUGUST 2021
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What was the objective of the client?
The objective of the new digital art center is to allow
visitors and residents of the UAE to discover a novel
approach to experiencing art. “The technology has
to enable visitors to immediately engage with the
artwork, enter the world of the artist and leave the
visitor with an unforgettable multi-sensory journey.
It is an art experience for everyone that will set a
new standard for the region”, says Catherine Oriol,
Director, Infinity des Lumières.
How did your solutions meet the objective?
The one-of-a-kind digital art center has a 2,700 m2
area and 3,300 m2 screen surface (walls and floor)
with inspiring, multi-layered virtual exhibitions and
fascinating immersive content. The exhibition follows
the same outline as Culturespaces’ prestigious
Atelier des Lumières in Paris and is powered by
130 Barco’s cutting-edge projectors including 119
units of G60-W10s and some additional F70-W8 and
F80-Q12 projectors.
“Dubai has transformed significantly over the
last decade and is at the forefront of the global
transformational era. That is why the image quality,
detailed rendition of the artwork, and impeccable
immersiveness were critical in our technology
selection. We are delighted to have Barco as our
technology partners to help provide a superior visitor
experience at the center”, says Catherine Oriol.
AUGUST 2021
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Barco’s G60-W10 projector
is the main workhorse of
the exhibition, allowing
the organization to project
truthful colours onto
practically any surface and
from any distance. Barco’s
F80-Q12, with its 2,716 x
1,600 resolution offers more
punch and pixels, allowing
Infinity des Lumières to
project from even longer
distances. The F70-W8 is
used with a short-throw
lens in a small number of
compact installations that
need to create a large
image size from a short distance.
Infinity des Lumières builds on the success of
previous Culturespaces projects with Barco
projectors in Paris, Les Baux-de-Provence and
Bordeaux. The projectors at Infinity des Lumières
have an even more challenging operational
schedule, because they will need to deliver excellent
and truthful colours from 10 am to midnight, 7 days a
week. To make sure that Barco projectors continue to
deliver the image quality they are known for, Infinity
des Lumières is relying on Barco’s excellent support
services.
“For such a highly technological prowess in the art
center, downtime is not an option. With an exposition
that runs 14 hours a day, for many months on end,
stable image quality is a must” says Steve Critchley,
Head of Lighting & Video at Infinity des Lumières.
“Fortunately, Barco’s projectors have proven to be
very successful in demanding applications and
we can rely on the company’s excellent support
services.”
Models and units used:
- 119 x G60-W10
- 8 x F80-Q12
- 3 x F70-W8
Barco
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Christie at the Al Wasl Dome

Project: Al Wasl dome
Location: Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Project Completion: January 2020
Systems Integrator: Creative Technology Middle
East, Jacobs Mace, Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill
Architecture
Brief about the project:
Standing at 67.5 meters tall and 130 meters in
diameter, Al Wasl dome – a stunning feat of art and
engineering that features a 550-tonne steel crown –
sits atop Al Wasl Plaza, the beating heart of the Expo
2020 site in Dubai. The facility, which will be used for
hosting a slate of immersive content and experiences
across the event’s six-month run, features a grand
trellis design that diffuses the sunlight during the
day, while supporting a lush garden within the dome.
At dusk, the dome’s shade structure becomes the
canvas for an immersive visual experience where
252 Christie D4K40-RGB pure laser projectors create
spectacular scenes on a 360-degree, 25,380-squaremeter projection surface. Visible from both inside and
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outside, the dome’s projection surface is one of the
largest 360-degree projection surfaces in the world.
The D4K40-RGB pure laser projectors are installed
in 42 projector pods located around the inside
perimeter of the dome. It features an all-in-one
design, with no external chillers or laser racks, and
weighs just 129 kilograms, which is smaller and
lighter than other projectors in the same class.
Its design suited the limited space available to
house the projectors, and with 40,000 ANSI lumens
per projector, met Expo 2020’s requirements for
producing a bright image suitable for broadcast.
Controlling the projectors is Christie Conductor, an
advanced monitoring and control software solution
for Christie 3DLP projectors. It can automatically
power-up or -down projectors, as well as access
interrogator logs, update firmware and perform health
checks.
What was the objective of the client?
The Client’s goal was to create a powerful, immersive
platform that could be used for events of all sizes.
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How did your solutions meet the objective?
The projections using 252 Christie D4K40-RGB pure
laser projectors have delivered a highly immersive
sensory experience that has been described as
“extraordinary” and “magical” by Tareq Ghosheh,
Chief Events and Entertainment Officer, Expo 2020
Dubai. He said: “Al Wasl started as a projection,
before being turned into a magical, immersive and
sensory space.”
Models and units used:
- 252 units of Christie D4K40-RGB pure laser
projectors
- Christie Conductor (a monitoring and control
software solution for Christie 3DLP projectors)
Christie

Digital Projection at the Hengdian’s Studios Flying Theatre

Project: Hengdian’s Studios Flying Theatre
Location: Zhejiang, China
Project Completion: 2020
Systems Integrator: project: syntropy
AUGUST 2021

Brief about the project:
Hengdian World Studios is known as the largest film
studio in the world, spanning over 370 hectares, and
welcoming over 150 million visitors since 2011. The
owners, Hengdian Group, expanded beyond the film
studio by adding attractions and creating a theme
park that recreated thousands of years of Chinese
history and culture.
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Hengdian World Studios is always looking to continue
to innovate and expand for the 20 million tourists
which visit each year. In its latest venture, visitors are
plunged into a so called ‘Flying Theatre’, installed
inside the Qin Palace set.

the dome screen, and the HIGHlite met them with
ease,” commented Bode. “We also needed a
company that was in close proximity, allowing for
capable technicians at the site within a day’s notice –
something Digital Projection China could provide.”

What was the objective of the client?
Hengdian Group wanted to create a theatre that
is a mix between a theme park ride and a cinema
offering brilliant visuals and a unique experience for
visitors. Users are suspended in ride seats in front of
a 25m domed screen. The seats then lurch and move
as though the users are in the film, creating a fully
immersive experience for the user.

Lars Steffens, projection expert at project: syntropy,
explained that the projectors and calibration cameras
were installed around the opening of the dome
screen, ensuring full coverage for the visuals. The
dome’s visuals are supported by a sophisticated 20plus multi-channel surround sound system located
behind the screen, ensuring users are completely
immersed into an environment that literally plunges
them into a totally different world.

How did your solutions meet the objective?
German integrator, project: syntropy, worked on
the concept and system design for the theatre,
including delivery, installation, and locally-sourced
maintenance. Making use of more than a decade of
experience in serious flight training and simulation,
they developed an entirely new generation of flying
theatre experiences.
The projection equipment for this venue was a vital
component for the theatre. The projection needed to
be flawless, with visitors directly facing it at all times.
Project: syntropy chose 16 of Digital Projection’s
HIGHlite Laser II for the projection.
“We needed a projector that could provide a stateof-the-art visual result without needing maintenance
frequently, which seemed an impossible feat,”
said Bode. “The HIGHlite Laser ticked all our
requirements.”
At a stunning 13,000 lumens, the HIGHlite Laser II
promises a breath-taking visual performance full of
sharp, impactful colours with its 10,000:1 dynamic
contrast. With its solid-state illumination system, the
projector requires no lamp replacements in its more
than 20,000 hours of lifetime illumination, thus further
reducing the total cost of ownership.

“We calibrated the projectors using the well
renowned camera-based auto-calibration system by
domeprojection.com – it calibrates in less than 20
minutes for all 16 projectors, which is important for
the nature of the ride” engineer Juliane Neumann,
who did the initial calibration of the system and set
up the automated procedures, said.
The projectors can be controlled and calibrated
thanks to AV Stumpfl’s PIXERA 64-bit media control
interface software. With its user-friendly interface, the
software allows for any of the park’s employees to
manage the system without a wealth of projection or
calibration experience.
“The end result matched what Hengdian Studios
asked for perfectly, and we were really pleased with
the result. One of my colleagues went on the ride
and said it was an incredible experience,” concluded
Tobias Kubacki, site manager at project: syntropy.

Models and units used:
- 16 x HIGHlite Laser II
- PIXERIA 64-bit media control software
Digital Projection

“The visual result is magnificent, with an impressive
uniformity for the full 4K dome screen master play
back. Brightness values were vital to the size of
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Epson at the Atlantis Land

Project: Atlantis Land Indonesia
Location: Surabaya, Indonesia
Projection Completion: October 2019
Systems Integrator: Cahaya Muda Kreatif (LZY)
Brief about the project:
Atlantis Land (AL) is one of the biggest theme
parks in Surabaya which utilizes technology to
deliver unique lifestyle experiences for its audience.
Determined to create an unforgettable closing show
through creative display, AL used video mapping
to transport visitors to the legendary underwater
kingdom of Atlantis. To bring this vision to life, AL
collaborated with Cahaya Muda Kreatif (LZY), a
young & talented projection mapping content creator
and integrator company from Surabaya, and Epson
Indonesia to produce the underwater projection
mapping content displayed on AL’s conceptualized
European façade.
One of the challenges was the size of the façade
which required several projectors that must be
blended to create the envisioned large-scale
AUGUST 2021

projection mapping. AL & LZY decided to use 12
units of Epson’s EB-L1715SNL laser projectors with
3LCD Technology and wide-throw zoom lenses to
cover the wall and ceiling areas with vibrant images
that brought the underwater world of Atlantis to life.
What was the objective of the client?
To deliver an awe-inspiring visual display and feel
of the underwater Atlantis life as a closing show for
Atlantis Land visitors.
How did your solutions meet the objective?
Powered by Epson’s revolutionary 3LCD Technology,
the EB-1715SNL projectors delivered unyielding laser
performance that displayed a stunning projection
mapping content for an immersive, one-of-a-kind
closing show for Atlantis Land visitors.
Models and units used:
12 units of EB-L1715SNL Laser Projector with
ELPLW05 lens
Epson
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Why You Should Be Looking At Voice Lift Technology
Now More Than Ever
By Jens Werner, Portfolio Manager Business Communication at Sennheiser

Voice Lift Technology makes up for poor room acoustics and the decreased speech intelligibility that comes with social
distancing in larger rooms.

It is no secret the world is
going through an important
transition. The pandemic has
altered the way we relate to
the space around us, with
person-to-person proximity a
particular challenge inherent
to conference rooms and
auditoriums. Whilst the solution
may seem straightforward – let fewer people in
and keep them well apart – social distancing can
also pose unique challenges to both corporate and
educational worlds.
Apart from the obvious restrictions in communication
and being able to understand each other clearly
whilst physically far apart, several factors such as
colleagues joining remotely, chatty students, air
conditioner noise, repetitive sounds like typing and
tapping as well as poor room acoustics may have
a significant impact on how people interact with a
presenter and each other.
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With companies and educational organizations
looking to adapt their current spaces to the new
requirements, re-evaluating existing A/V equipment
becomes crucial.
Looking at the Bigger Picture
With some joining meetings or seminars in person
and others participating virtually via conferencing
apps such as Zoom or Microsoft Teams, an effective
audio ecosystem can be created which not only links
virtual attendees with the presenter, but also looks
at the bigger picture: ensuring good quality audio in
the room between all physical members, as well as
connecting in-room members with virtual participants.
All groups need to be able to freely interact with each
other and hear each other well no matter whether
they are online or where the person is sitting in the
meeting room or auditorium.
Voice lift technology plays a crucial role in achieving
the latter. It uses the components of a traditional
sound system in order to deliver voice amplification
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for all participants in a room. The beauty of such a
system is that it increases the speech level by just a
few dB to account for decreased speech intelligibility
due to the distance between people in the room. The
effect is so subtle that it is often not even noticed by
physical attendees, let alone virtual participants.
Like a conventional sound reinforcement system,
voice lift technology needs components such as
microphones, amplifiers, digital signal processors
and loudspeakers. And – in times of Covid-19 and
beyond – it is the microphone side that presents
the most convenient option for optimising a voice lift
system.
How a Ceiling Microphone Can Optimise Your
Voice Lift System
Ceiling microphones ensure ‘touchless audio’
through their beamforming microphone array
technology – no need to pass around or share
microphones. Not only does a ceiling microphone
allow for a safe social distance between all
participants, it also encourages both physical and
virtual interaction between all participating groups,
making conferences, lectures and seminars feel
much more natural.

VOICEBOX
lecture, hands-free, with the re-assuring feeling that
everybody in the room or connected remotely will
understand them perfectly.
In this context, Sennheiser’s TeamConnect Ceiling
2 (TCC2) is a particularly appealing solution. Its
automatic adaptive beamforming technology follows
the active speaker’s voice, allowing them to speak
naturally whether they are sitting, standing, or moving
around. Meetings and classes become totally
flexible – it’s no problem to have more speakers
than planned, and interaction in the room is lifelike.
This also helps remote participants or distance
students to feel an integral part of a normal meeting
or seminar.

TeamConnect Ceiling 2 ensures flexible and lifelike
lectures and meetings, making distance students or remote
meeting participants feel an integral part of the event.

A ceiling microphone in a voice lift system ensures
touchless operation and added convenience for the
lecturer
The convenience for speakers and lecturers should
not be underestimated either: They can simply walk
into the room and know that everything works without
the need to locate a handheld microphone, attach
a lapel microphone or stay in front of a table top
mic. They can simply focus on their presentation or
AUGUST 2021

Recently, TeamConnect Ceiling 2 has been
expanded by TruVoicelift, a free feature that has
added another use case to TCC2: clear in-room
audio. This new technology is not a mere add- on but
has been endowed with several features to allow for
a quality listening experience: TruVoicelift is powered
by an advanced frequency shift algorithm. Thanks
to this algorithm – and unlike standard voice lift
systems, TCC2 is able to deliver higher gain before
feedback – which can make all the difference to
perfectly hearing a speaker.
A feedback prevention mute function means that if
audio levels are too loud, TCC2 will briefly mute itself
to prevent any unwanted feedback.
In any conversation that involves several speakers,
there may be times when there are pauses in
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speech. With TruVoicelift, if a pre-defined audio
threshold is not reached, a noise gate will be
handily activated that mutes TCC2 to prevent any
background noise such as chatter from being
amplified.
In every space, there may be areas where audio
should be predominantly picked up, such as the
front of a lecture hall. By making this area a so-called
“priority zone”, the microphone will focus on this zone
when an audio signal is present and not pick up
peripheral chatter in other parts of the room.
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Open Ecosystems Save Additional Investment
and Create the Best Possible Technical Solution
From an installation and IT perspective, an open
system like TCC2 that can be integrated with any
other ecosystem already in place is ideal. Not
only does such a system work seamlessly with
existing setups, it will still be compatible if the
platform is changed. And besides saving additional
investments, an open system makes it possible to
combine the optimum products for the job at hand.
Choosing products that have, for example, Microsoft
Teams certification and Zoom certification is a good
starting point and ensures a system can be up and
running instantly.
Being able to easily configure
TCC2 and TruVoicelift via the
free Sennheiser Control Cockpit
software gives another benefit
to IT staff as microphone
settings can be controlled from
a central location. The ceiling
microphone also supports
Dante Domain Manager.

TeamConnect Ceiling 2 allows you to define priority zones
(pictured green) for uninterrupted speech pick-up.

On the other hand, there may be areas where noise
sources need to be excluded, like air conditioning
units or ventilation equipment. With TruVoicelift this
can be easily resolved by determining “advanced
exclusion zones”.

Graphical representation of the TCC2 coverage area (blue)
within a meeting room, with exclusion zones defined. The
zones have been chosen such as to eliminate noise from
the air conditioning on the right-hand side and to not pick
up sound from the screen’s loudspeakers.
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TCC2 is compatible with all
leading video collaboration
platforms, as well as offering additional benefits
to businesses and institutions with existing Q-SYS
Ecosystems. These can use the QSC plugin to easily
configure and manage the microphone. Similarly,
TCC2’s full compatibility with Crestron’s control
system platform enables remote access to the
ceiling microphone’s audio parameters, mute and
customisable LED control. With Bose Professional
and the ES1 and DS4 ceiling audio solutions, a
powerful in-ceiling conferencing solution is in place.
Also, TeamConnect Ceiling 2 is fully compatible with
Extron AV technology solutions.
Via its open protocol, TCC2 can be flexibly integrated
into any other solution, too. An attractive option
is to also use TCC2 for camera control. Here, the
advanced real-time positioning data of the ceiling
mic are used to capture the video of the active
speaker for remote participants, making hybrid
meetings or lectures much more engaging and
natural for remote participants.
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VOICEBOX

While an initial meeting may be in-person to get
to know each other, the follow-ups could be done
remotely – and, with the right technology, as naturally
as possible.

TeamConnect Ceiling 2 is compatible with all leading video
collaboration platforms. Via its open protocol, TCC2 can
be flexibly integrated into any other ecosystem already in
place.

A Look into the Future
Hybrid meetings and seminars are here to stay:
The advantages they offer for corporations and
higher education facilities beyond touchless audio
and convenience are obvious. For universities,
remote students have become an additional source
of income, and offering sophisticated solutions
for remote participation will make courses more
attractive for distance students. Businesses can have
their teams meet and exchange with international
experts and customers more regularly.
AUGUST 2021

Adding voice-lift technology will make these hybrid
experiences agreeable for the teams and students
on site: Remote audio is clearly understandable
anywhere in the room, and a presenter is clearly
heard no matter how far one may be seated from
them.
The combination of ceiling microphone and voice
lift system delivers a very natural and seamless
communication experience between all members of
the discussion, whether situated in the same room or
participating remotely.
This article is sponsored by Sennheiser.
Sennheiser
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UBS-Hyderabad: Banking on Indian AV Expertise
EYTE Technologies, AllWave AV come together to deliver an incredible AV deployment
By Ram Bhavanashi

FACTFILE
Project Name: UBS – Hyderabad

Project AV Budget: ₹ 6 Cr (US$808,000 approx.)

Project Location: Hyderabad, India

Project Highlights: Multiple meeting rooms of
varying sizes with VC capability; Combinable
spaces for town hall sort setting, and joint sessions;
multiple training rooms, cafeterias, formal/ informal
spaces, and monitoring spaces- all networked to be
operable from a centralized system

Project Segment: Banking & Finance
Project Owner: UBS Group AG
Project AV Consultant: EYTE Technologies
Project AV Systems Integrator: AllWave AV
Project Commencement (month/year): April 2020

Key AV Brands: APC, B-Tech AV, BrightSign,
Cisco, Crestron, Da-lite, Jabra, Kramer, Logitech,
Lutron, Panasonic, Philips, QSC, Samsung, Shure,
Tripleplay, Valrack

Project Commissioned (month/year): December
2020
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Hyderabad – the capital of South Indian State
of Telangana – had one of the most enviable
distinctions in recent times, with a global
recognition! The UBS Group AG’s opening its fifth
Indian operations centre at Gachibowli on the
city outskirts. While the launching of the office
itself is significant in itself - as it was done in the
thick of lockdown restrictions – the audio-visual
technology deployment at the banking entity is
something to rave about. For, the sheer size and
scale of the work, and the timing of the work, all
happened in the thick of lockdown restrictionswith almost all off-ground work shaping up
remotely by two Mumbai-based AV firms EYTE
Technologies and AllWave AV.
Given the typical Indian conditions, SI Asia prides
presenting the exclusive. Read on.
The Setting
UBS Group AG – largest Swiss banking multinational,
and supposedly the world’s largest private bank –
is a financial conglomerate with an impressive 150
plus year history, and presence in over 50 countries
across the world. Headquartered in Zurich, the
company provides financial advice and solutions to
private and corporate entities worldwide- from wealth
and asset management to personal and corporate
banking, besides investment strategies.
As part of its expansion programme in India, UBS
recently opened its fifth office in the country at
Gadchibowli, Hyderabad, to strengthen their finance,
operations and research division. The banking
behemoth had already been operating in India
from four high-grade offices – two each in Pune (at
Yerawada and Kharadi) and Mumbai (at Airoli and
Bandra Kurla Complex) – having set afoot in 2015
in Pune, and quickly growing in scale and places, in
less than six years.
The fifth and latest one, located at Aquila by
Phoenix at Gachibowli – the newly emerging
upmarket, technology hub of Hyderabad – even as
it augments the Swiss MNC’s existing operations,
seeks to take the brand UBS a few notches up in
technology stakes. For, the multi-storey edifice is
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a true ensemble of some fascinating audio-visual
communication technology.
Consider the technology extent the new facility
scaled:
• A total of 73 Rooms classified into threecategories
of small, medium, and large- F1, D2 and D3
• Of 73, as many as 53 are F1 category, or smaller
rooms with more or less simple video conferencing
capability
• Four Rooms are D2 type or medium size rooms
equipped with VC set-up featuring advanced
hardware architecture meant for higher level
operations
• Six numbers of D3 Rooms that are complex and
unique spaces with more advanced features, and
can be operated in individual as well as combinable
scenes/modes.
Further, a total of 10 more rooms of miscellaneous
category that includes Café Point, Social Hub,
Collaborative Area, Transportation Room, and
Centralized Room, besides workstation areas spread
over three floors- in combination with the other three
categories.
Considering the business nature vis-à-vis its
positioning, and its earlier establishments elsewhere,
the Hyderabad project had actually come with its
own presets: the 100-plus-year-long, and large
size global operations meant it to have a top-ofthe-class technology in place; that it is a financial
institution with high stakes made the security aspect
an absolutely indispensable element; that it already
have as many as four precedents in the country, the
fifth one had to be mandatorily in line with them, nay,
elevating the stakes.
Syncing Mindsets
With a global technology team in its ranks to
assess and evaluate any requirement of technology
deployment, it was like a blend of vision and
purpose-driven plan when it came to technology
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decisions. That said, it wasn’t difficult though for
them to scout solution providers for the intended
technology deployment. Going by their satisfying
experience from their earlier projects, the UBS India
management signed on Mumbai-based AV design
consultants EYTE Technologies for designing the
technology architecture for the Hyderabad project as
well.
“It was like syncing the
mindsets,” says Abdul
Waheed, Managing
Director of EYTE
Technologies about their
prestigious client. “At the
same time, it was also
like synergizing with the
AV systems integrator
as well,” he recalls. “Having worked on their earlier
projects, it was easy for us to sync with their vision
and intent.”
According to him, the brief was clear. ‘A centralised
control system was (what they) required with defined
pre-sets that are finetuned to perfection while
adhering to their global standards. Still, ease of use
in operability was to be the objective where a user
could walk into a room at the allotted time for their
intended meeting/function, and walk out without any
technical difficulty.’
It wasn’t therefore just a challenge of technology
deployment, or use of AV equipment for the EYTE
team but also exploring the spaces. For, the spaces
had to be compatible for both individual and
combined functionality, with the same experiential
ease.
“It took several iterations
before the final design got
approved,” explains Arif
Patel, Principal Consultant
at the EYTE Technologies.
“Every step was diligently
documented (for future
record), and snag reports
were generated to ensure
every point is recorded at very point of client
interaction, and resolved immediately.”
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The key step was to understand the vision of various
stakeholders involved and to work in liaison with all
the other services towards evolving a design that
precisely met each of the client’s expectations.
Gladly for the consultants, the AV technology
deployment job landed with the Mumbai-based AV
systems integrator AllWave AV.
Says Kuldip Kamat,
Managing Director of
AllWave AV: “It indeed was
a very ingenious project;
it had a high element of
AV over IP and Clouddriven technology play
that required much more
attention. The quality is
the best part as we have our own patent checklist to
ensure quality, and user acceptance, keeping in with
the original design intent.”
However, the biggest challenge for the designer as
well as the integrator was the timing of the projectcoming as it did right in the thick of the COVID-19induced lock down period. With different vendors
and solutions teams coming from different places, it
was a humongous task in itself to coordinate with all
those involved; streamline the work flow, and then
execute the job.
“The lock-down situation was the real big challenge;
we had to work a lot remotely, and by rotating
multiple batches in strict adherence with the
guidelines, and safety protocols,” recalls Kuldip.
“Delivery and handling of equipment was one, and
installing all that as per the design was the other.”
Weekly reports and snag lists were prepared to
understand the site status and weekly action plans
were put in place to ensure a smooth work flow.
Further, to ensure that everybody was on the same
page, biweekly meetings were conducted, reviewing
the action plans and mapping for the following phase
of action.
“Overall, I must say we all lived one of the toughest
times to handling the project,” says Abdul. “The
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engineers and technicians from the Integration
firm toiled hard to keep up the deadline, without
compromising even an iota of spec.”
The Technology
While one of the presets for the UBS Hyderabad
project was that it had to be in sync with its
precedents in terms of sophistication and finesse,
it had one advantage of being a brand new facility,
built up from the scratch. That made the job of the
designer somewhat easy in that they didn’t have to
deal with legacy systems.
However, aspects like security and future-proof
systems at ease of play went without saying. The
designer-integrator combination, therefore, while
ensuring the specification guidelines are met tried to
weave in an AV architecture that elevates the whole
experience.
Video: Branded diversity
As part of the effort, the meeting rooms were
equipped with Samsung 4K UHD displays for a
crisp viewing experience. Larger open spaces like
training rooms and cafeteria were treated with DaLite motorised projection screens that paired with
Panasonic’s WUXGA DLP Projectors.
The Social Hub – a collaborative space in function
– had been equipped with a 4x4 video wall that is
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characterized by a mere 1.7mm bezel, giving almost
a seamless visual delight.
Conferencing task was blended with both
functionality and branding- smaller rooms were
equipped with Logitech webcam systems, while
medium and large meeting rooms, and collaboration
rooms were treated with Cisco RoomKit Plus and
Pro architecture respectively. Presentations were
rendered simple by means of HDMI/display port
points available in the cable cubby or podium
respectively.
Audio: Clinically acoustic
Smaller meeting spaces with collaboration function
were given the Jabra speakerphone experience while
the large meeting spaces were equipped with Shure
ceiling microphones for capturing audio from all
the points in the large rooms that they are. Training
rooms, and cafeteria, on the other hand, had been
tasked to Shure’s Wireless Handhelds and Head
worn microphones paired with wireless antenna
system that are particularly meant for audio pickup
even over a long range from the transmitter.
While that was for the audio capture from various
sources, the sound reproduction job was tasked to
Shure ceiling speakers in closed ceiling spaces,
and with pendent speakers in open ceiling spaces
in order to hover as near as possible to the sound
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producing zones. It all meant a very balanced, and
functional audio environment across the premises.

other stakeholders of the Swiss banking behemoth
ranks.

Networking Collaboration
All the display systems were synced with a
centralized I/O player that is tasked to stream UBSspecific video and media content over the corporate
network by means of a combo architecture of
Tripleplay servers across the campus.

A happy commendation for the consultant comes
from Saroj Saurabh, the UBS’s Project Manager who
had handled the project from start to finish: “EYTE
has shown exemplary quality in understanding the
business requirement and mapping it to the right
solution/product available under the UBS framework.
They simplify the design from usability perspective
and not try to impose any high-end complex product
just to show their ‘value add.’”

Video Auto switching was made available in smaller
rooms for quick video switching between multiple
connected devices while medium sized rooms
were equipped with presentation video switchers
and larger rooms treated with chassis-based video
switchers to account for all the video points in the
room.
Additionally, with a view to enabling meetings among
the participants even without a laptop, the meeting
rooms were equipped with mini PCs running the
proprietary UBS software paired with a keyboard
and a mouse that get readily connected to the main
display and help start meetings at the touch of the
button.
End Result: An Extremely Satisfied Customer
Understandably, the overall technology
implementation was well received among the UBS
global product engineering team, PMO, and various
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The Project manager also feels happy in that EYTE
understood the UBS AV standard completely, and
have been the bridge between UBS global product
engineering, PMO and stakeholders.The designerdeployer duo of Abdul and Kuldip are a happy
combo too. “Our tendency to walk an extra mile
to go beyond the scope of work; and adapt to the
client’s working style and mindset helped us in the
overall project success,” they say. “We believe these
technologies would help UBS Hyderabad and its
employees achieve organizational success without
any hiccups for the years to come.”

EYTE Technologies
Allwave AV
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LEA Amps Bring Power, Flexibility and Connectivity to
Revamped 4- Star Australian Resort
Pro Sound and Lighting meets the resort’s needs and tight timelines efficiently with LEA

FACTFILE
Project Name: The Beachcomber Hotel & Resort
Project Location: Toukley, Australia
Project Segment: Hospitality
Project Owner: The Beachcomber Hotel & Resort
Project AV Systems Integrator: Pro Sound and
Lighting
Project Highlights: New audio system for the
resort’s gaming and sports bar, DJ area, outdoor
area and hotel lobby areas.
Project AV Key Brand: LEA, QSC, InDesign,
Community, Shure
AUGUST 2021

When popular Australian Hotel and Resort, The
Beachcomber, decided to completely gut and
upgrade their entire audio system ahead of their
busy season, local supplier Pro Sound and Lighting
called on LEA Professional to amplify and transform
the space.
The Beachcomber Hotel & Resort, or as the locals
call it 'The Beachie' is an iconic waterfront destination
located in the heart of the Central Coast, Toukley.
The resort sits between two Great Lakes and the
Pacific Ocean with nearly 100m of lake frontage and
its own private pier.
The sprawling complex was recently relaunched as
a 4-star, 80-room resort offering multiple indoor and
outdoor bars, restaurants, six function rooms, gaming
and bottle-shop amenities as well as expansive
guest facilities including a 20-meter pool, sauna,
gymnasium and wellness services, and a three-level
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car park all amid a 1-hectare site with lawns terracing
down to the water’s edge.
With international travel to or from Australia on hold
due to COVID-19 restrictions, the resort’s offering of
a ‘Hamptons-inspired ambience’ meant a big uptick
in demand from locals looking for a unique vacation
experience within Oz. To carry out the extensive
renovation work, the resort relied on local production
company Pro Sound and Lighting to provide a new
audio system for the resort's gaming and sports bar,
DJ area, outdoor area and hotel lobby areas.
Leonard Buckley, Production Manager at Pro Sound
and Lighting, explained the demanding timeline of
this project meant that the team was fighting against
the clock and struggling with many manufacturers
not having equipment on hand.
“This project had a particularly quick turnaround
time, we needed to get the entire install done within
the space of 3 or 4 weeks and couldn’t be held back
because of equipment delays,” commented Buckley.
“One of the main reasons why we chose the LEA
amps was because they were so easy to get our
hands on and they were one of few companies with
no supply chain issues.”
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Ultimately the company decided to power the resort
with five LEA Professional Dante Connect Series
Amplifiers, including three of the Connect 354D, one
Connect 702D and one Connect 704D.
Seamless Integration
LEA Professional Dante CONNECT SERIES
amplifiers are the world's first Internet of Thingsenabled, professional-grade amplifiers. Available
in two, four, and eight-channel models, they feature
direct Hi-Z (70V or 100V) or Low-Z selectable by
channel. With three ways to connect, integrators can
engage the built-in Wi-Fi access point, connect to the
venue's Wi-Fi, or use the FAST Ethernet to connect to
any local area network via Cat5 or Cat6 cable.
For the Beachcomber Resort, Pro Sound and
Lighting utilized QSYS and QSC speakers, InDesign
box and ceiling speakers, Community speakers
and Shure wireless systems.
“As the LEA amps can integrate with any kind of
system, I wasn’t worried about investing in them
without knowing what kind of system we would end
up putting in the space,'' commented Buckley. “We
didn't have to worry about what sort of system we
were pairing with, and that's what made it so easy for
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utilized. The versatility of these
amps was amazing, we never
had to stress about things
changing at the last minute
because the amps were flexible
in terms of what they could drive
in their power outputs, we just
put them in and knew we'd be
okay.”

us to use them, there was no special programming or
training involved, everything talked to each other nice
and simple.”
Remote Monitoring
The Connect Series is also the first professional
amplifier family to feature Cloud connectivity,allowing
system technicians to harness the power of the Cloud
for remote control, monitoring,notifications, and more
from most any personal devices.
“The very first thing I did with the amps was connect
them to the cloud,” explained Buckley. “From the
very first day of installing them I was able to remote
monitor and see what was going on, it was really
handy, especially as our office is a three-hour drive
from the resort. We haven’t had any issues, the
amplifiers have been flawless so far but the fact that
the option to control them remotely is there, is really
great.”
Flexibility
Buckley explained that one of the main challenges
of the project was that the scope of the work was
constantly changing due to the owners reconfiguring
the space.
“Throughout the project the owners made changes
as to how different areas of the resort would be
AUGUST 2021

Ease of Use
For Pro Sound and Lighting,
this was their first time using
LEA Professional amplifiers,
yet because of the simple
visual interface and resources
provided by LEA, the team was
able to install them quickly with
no assistance.
“Everything was so intuitive that I didn't need any
assistance with getting everything going. There's
a couple of tutorial videos that I watched, and they
had more than enough information for what I needed
to do. The interface was very visual and very easy
to understand. You didn't have to do any specific
training to get these things going like you do with a
lot of audio-visual equipment in the industry. That was
brilliant.”
The entire installation is now complete with the resort
back open and taking bookings. So far,the team has
received positive feedback and plan to do similar
installations in other resorts within the hotel group.
“I want to put these amplifiers into every one of these
clients' venues and I’m really glad I found them,”
concluded Buckley. “They've just been really reliable,
even just the simple things of them turning on and
off when they've been told to. That may seem like
a small thing, but it makes a huge difference when
things just work at the first go and at the price point
they are, it's just amazing.”
Pro Sound and Lighting
LEA Professional
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Varanasi Seen in all its Vividness on Giant LEDs
Bharat Radio Centre (Projects) overcomes unique nature-related installation challenges
By Ram Bhavanashi

Giant LED /screen at the Varanasi Cantonment Railway Station.

FACTFILE
Project Name: Cultural Upliftment of Kashi (part
of Varanasi Smart City Limited)
Project Location: Varanasi town (Kashi
Vishwanath Temple, Ghats, & Railway Station)
Project Segment: Government/Infotainment
Project Owner: Varanasi Smart City
(Government of UP)
Project AV Consultant: Grant Thornton Bharat
(Unit of Grant Thornton LLP, USA),
Project AV Systems Integrator: Bharat Radio
Centre-Projects
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Project Commencement: September, 2020
Project Commissioning: 15, July, 2021
Project Cost: Approx. ₹ 10 crore (approx. US$ 1.3
million)
Project Highlights: A first of its kind initiative
in India, with as many as six giant LED screens
installed along the Ganga Ghats and town side,
along with eight precision cameras- all controlled
from one point. Installed LEDs are steeped in
strength factors to withstand high winds, corrosion
and flood threats.
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The giant LED display at Assi Ghat - measuring 8.76 meter X 4.8 meter.

On Thursday last, 15th of July, 2021, Varanasi –
the spiritual capital of India – began a new chapter
in its journey from the timeless history to modern
glitters made by technology. While the limelight
of the day may have been taken by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, and his stretch of programmes,
what stood tall, and brilliantly glowing by the
evening was a massive combo of six giant LED
screens erected at different places in the town
to display, nay disseminate a grand vision of the
holy city.
SI Asia presents here a glimpse of what it is:
The city of Varanasi has begun glowing anew. As
Varanasi Smart City Limited (VSCL) – the pivotal
body of the city’s march into smart future – began its
‘giant’ strides recently, the residents of Varanasi, and
those visiting the holy city as pilgrims and tourists
have a new technology-powered spiritual fare to
draw delight from.
Initiated as part of the VSCL’s smart development
programmes, the project of ‘Cultural Upliftment
Through AV-ICT Solutions at the Lord Vishwanath
Temple & Ghats’ has been commissioned on 15 July
2021- via a stretch of launching programmes by the
country’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
AUGUST 2021

The project, worth approx. ₹ 10 crore (over US$
1.3 million), comprised installation of six giant LED
screens and eight full HD 360-degree cameras
at various strategic locations – including Lord
Vishwanath Temple – essentially to broadcast LIVE
the aarti and associated ceremonies as well other
rituals along the ghats. That apart, information about
various programmes initiated as part of the Smart
City Mission programmes are also meant to be
disseminated through the screens.
The six giant LED screens have been installed at
• Assi Ghat – 8.64m x 4.8 m
• Cant Railway Station – 8.64m x 4.8 m
• Dashashvameth Ghat- 5.76m x 2.88m
• Rajender Prasad Ghat - 5.76m x 2.88m
• Raj Ghat - 5.76m x 2.88m
• Godaulia Cross - 5.76m x 2.88m
Feeding the screens with the visual content of the
programmes – including the famous aarti from Lord
Vishwanath temple – and tourist content from across
the ghats and town side, are eight Full HD IP-PTZ
cameras installed along two important places for
maximum coverage.
A total of five locations along the Dashashwameth
Ghat were chosen for optimum coverage of the
pilgrim/tourist activities, while three camera locations
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were right inside Lord Vishwanath temple sanctum
sanctorum aimed at capturing the spirituals in the
finest detail possible from the closest point.
The prestigious as well as extremely sensitive task
of this massive install has been done by Lucknowbased Bharat Radio Cente (Projects) with the AV
gear supply coming from:
• Delta Displays for the P6 high-brightness LED
screens
• Bosch for the 360-degree IP-PTZ, 4 mega pixel
cameras
• Kramer Electronics for the Controllers & Switchers
• Bharat Radio Centre (Projects) for the custom built
cabinets for holding the hardware
“It’s perhaps, one of the
most challenging projects we
ever handled,” says Vikram
Sabharwal, Director of BRCProjects. “The constituent
elements involved in the install
are more sensitive as they
related to public life and nation’s prestige as well,”
he said, “it involved a massive ground work, and
certifications of endorsements by institutions of
repute.”
Sensitive – for Safety & Security Factors
As it is, the entire VSCL programme planning is
being driven by the Consultancy of Grant Thornton
Bharat – Indian concern of the American transnational consultancy firm Grant Thornton International –
which makes it mandatory that every finer detail goes
through a clinical analysis. Over and above, that
the installation was to take place in bustling public
places, safety and security of people, as well as the
install were of paramount importance.
“We first had to get the soil test analytics for the
simple reason that the heavyweight LEDs were to
be installed along the river ghats that are commonly
taken to be soft, owing to the continuous water flow,”
informs Vikram. “We needed to be doubly sure about
the strength of the soil at the chosen points.”
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Added to that was the factor of HFL (highest flood
level) of the river Ganga as the water level raises
every monsoon, often leading to a flood scenario due
to excessive rains. So, the LED giant screens had to
not only stand above the HFL but also stay firm in the
strong stream that the flood may cause.
Then, there was the factor of excessive wind speeds
due to gales.
That apart, each giant LED screen had to be powered by a dedicated UPS which along with their
cabinet cases further added to the total weight of the
install. While the two larger size (8.76m X 4.8m) LEDs
required a 40-KVA power system weighing around
500 kgs while the smaller size LEDs (5.76m x 2.88m)
required 20 KVA power systems weighing around
270 kgs.
Understandably, it is anywhere between 1.5 tons to
2.5 tons of weight at each point depending on the
material weight, and the filling required. While all that
was an area of civil engineering, they just couldn’t
afford to ignore it- for obvious reasons, asserts the
BRC-P Director.
The soil testing was done and whetted by none other
than the IIT-BHU (Indian Institute of Technology,
Banaras Hindu University), while the HFL testing was
done by the State Irrigation Department.
“The highest level – reached in 1978 – was about 72
feet at the most sensitive point, so we had to make
the LEDs stand much above that,” details the BRC-P
Director. “We also had to ensure that the install will
withstand a wind speed of 160 mph.”
Endorses Hemant Agarwal,
Business Head-Display
Solutions, Delta Electronics
(India): “all safety guidelines
have been taken while installing
LED screens at the Ghats; the
placement and foundation of LED
screens are strong and sturdy, and are well above
the HFL at river banks during the flood situation
experienced every year.”
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Sensitive – for Spiritual Factors
The install was also sensitive for its spiritual nature,
especially concerning the reverence of Lord
Vishwanath temple. For, the PTZ cameras were to
be installed inside the sanctum sanctorum, without
tampering with the auspicious element of the place –
either exterior or interior – and still capture the finest
detail, from the closest point possible.
“We just cannot ignore these factors, given the
element of reverence the place holds for the country,
and the faith,” Vikram explains. “Any iota of error
at the ghat side, or aberration at the temple would
be an unimaginable hazard; by sheer dedication
to details, and of course, the Lord’s grace, it all
happened to precision, and pride.”
According to the BRC-P director, the vision of the
whole initiative was to display and disseminate the
aarti puja activities in the main temple as well the
pilgrim-related info from across the ghats and city on
real-time basis for all those who cannot or do not get
an opportunity in the midst of it all.
It’s been incorporated as part of the city’s
transformational initiatives towards the Smart City of
the future. Not only the real-time broadcast of
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the puja ceremonies, the LED screens will also
help promote government programmes such as
Swachata Abhiyan, traffic education, road safety,
children’s education, women safety, and various
citizen helplines for government services besides the
broadcast of emergency/ disaster related messages
as and when required.
“It’s a moment of pride for us to be part of this project
as this is one of the first religious sites in India which
is transforming to an IT-driven worship experience,”
says Hemant. “Varanasi being a very traditional and
holy place for visitors, Delta has installed its bestin-class LED solution with high-brightness and wide
viewing angles so that pilgrims can clearly view the
broadcast all throughout during day and night.”
Bharat Radio Centre
Delta Displays
Bosch Security
Kramer AV
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